
Two year long term themes plan  2020-2022  
 
A two year rolling programme:  Cycle A  2020-2021         Cycle B:  2021 - 2022. 
 
Knowledge and skills are taught to ensure a progression of skills across Key Stages and year groups.  
 
 Cycle A  Cycle  B 

Phase  Autumn 2020  Spring 2021  Summer 2021  Autumn 2021  

 

Spring 2022  Summer 2022 

Early 

Years 

Marvellous Me 

 People Who Help Us 

 

Pirates 

Under the Sea 

Will you read me 

a story?  

Marvellous Me 

 People Who Help Us 

 

Pirates 

Under the Sea 

Will you read me 

a story?  

Nocturnal Animals 

Celebrations 

 

Toys  Where does our food 

come from? 

Nocturnal Animals 

Celebrations 

Toys  Where does our food 

come from? 

Year 1/ 

Year 2 

Fire!  Fire!  The Enchanted 

Woodland 

 

Moon Zoom  Healthy Heroes  Weather Experts  All Aboard 

Bright Lights, Big city  Paws, Claws and 

Whiskers 

 

Beside the seaside!  Towers, Turrets & 

Tiaras 

Mr. McGregor’s Garden  Down Under 

Year 3/ 

Year 4 

Rotten Romans  Rivers  Vikings   Changes to Britain 

from the Stone Age to 

the Iron Age. 

 Ancient Egypt  Mayan civilisation 

 

What if you lived in 

Rome - Italy? 

Plants  Extremes - Volcanoes  What if you could 

choose a capital city for 

the UK? 

What if you lived by the 

coast? 

What if there were 

no rainforests? 

Year 5/ 

Year 6 

Stranded  We are astronomers 

 

Who’s war?  Being a hero doesn’t 

mean you are invincible... 

London in 1860 is a 

dangerous and lonely 

place... 

I thought he was 

dead...I couldn't have 

been more wrong 

The Kingdom of Benin  The Highwayman  The course of true love 

never did run smooth 

Frozen Kingdom  May the force be with 

you. 

What if you could 

build something new 

for our local 

environment? 

 

 
 



  



EARLY YEARS FOUNDATION STAGE LONG TERM PLAN 
Subject  Autumn 1  Autumn 2  Spring 1  Spring 2  Summer 1  Summer 2 

THEME 

Marvellous Me 
People who help 

Us 

Nocturnal animals 
Celebrations 

Pirates 
Under the Sea Toys 

Will you read me 
a story ? 

(traditional tales) 

Where does our 
food come from? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

WOW days             

PSED 

Rules, friendships, 

like and dislikes, 

worships, feelings 

happy-sad, tidying 

classroom and routines.  

Feelings angry & worried.  

Worships, friendships.  

Sharing activities 

and games. Community 

circles. 

Sharing, sorting out  

problems, Playing in a  

group, extending play  

ideas, Super star jobs 

Explaining own knowledge 

and understanding, 

taking account of what 

others say. Likes and 

dislikes. Circle games.  

Confident to speak about 

own needs, taking turns, 

sharing, beginning to 

negotiate. 

Behaving in 

different situations, 

accepting the needs of 

others. Transition to 

Y1. I am special- I can.. 

talk about abilities. Talk 

about experiences. 

Communication 

&Language 

Community circles, 

introduce talk partners, 

Lola – speaking 

and listening games for 

young children. Talking 

about their family, talk 

about friendship, 

likes and dislikes, our 

senses, routines for 

bedtime. 

Community circles, talk 

partners. Communication 

for all activities who, what, 

where, when, & how. I spy, 

describing language, 

rhyming, sharing stories, 

feely bags, and talk about 

road safety. 

Community circles, 

read stories, act out and 

retell stories, sequence 

events, mind mapping, 

questioning, making 

connections, listening 

activities, communication 

games- echo.  

Community 

circles, stories. 

Talk opportunities, 

Cooking activity 

steps, Communication for 

all activities- I think, I 

know, because..., follow 

directions, 

describing textures, 

understand use of 

objects, act out 

Community Circle, 

describe characters. 

Talk opportunities.  

Communication for 

all activities- I think, I 

know, because... Building 

vocabulary and questions 

why? Comparing two 

texts, King/Queen for 

the day.  

Community Circle, 

talk opportunities, 

read stories connected 

to theme, rhyme, 

puppets, hot seating, 

questioning, maintaining 

attention, answering how 

and why questions.   



and retell stories, 

sequence events.  

Physical 

Development 

Parachute play.  

Sticky Kids- 

Dance- exploring basic 

movement, remember and 

repeat simple 

movements.  

Val Sabin Dance.  

Ways of travelling.  

Bikes and scooters.  

Sticky Kids- Dance- begin 

to move with expression.  

Nativity practise.  

Forming 

recognisable letters. Using 

one handed tools e.g. 

scissors 

Dragon dancing 

and musical instruments.  

MK 

Springers-Gymnastics-ba

sic control 

and coordination, copying 

simple movements, talk 

about benefits of 

exercise.  

Weaving.  

MK 

Springers-Gymnastics - 

Link and repeat 

simple actions, how to 

start and finish a 

movement. Healthy foods 

and eating. Provide 

opportunities to cook 

healthy food, pizza, fruit 

kebabs.  

Games- throwing 

and rolling skills, simple 

games with a partner.  

Exercise and how it 

makes us feel.   

Handwriting practise.  

Sports day games- team 

games, basic rules and 

ways to score. Weaving. 

Handling tools safely and 

with control.  

Understanding the need 

for safety.  

Animal puppets.  

Literacy 

Listening activities. RWI 

Phonics- initial sounds, 

talk about dreams. Read 

stories, describe 

characters, retell stories 

act out stories-Owl 

Babies. Follow 

instructions, pencil 

control, recognising own 

name. 

RWI Phonics-initial sounds, 

write labels, safety rules. 

Write a letter to Father 

Christmas. 

Retelling Christmas story, 

Story sacks, learn a poem. 

Non-fiction books about 

celebrations- key features. 

RWI Phonics-blending 

CVC words, lists, 

captions, ordering 

stories, story maps, 

attempting to write 

short sentences and 

character descriptions.  

RWI Phonics 

Write labels, describing 

words, signs, captions, 

instructions for cooking, 

rhyming words. Reading 

simple words and 

sentences.  

RWI Phonics. Write 

stories using short 

sentences, drawings, 

ingredients, instructions 

for growing plants. 

Fiction and non-fiction. 

Writing own story, story 

maps, retelling 

traditional stories with a 

twist. 

RWI Phonics, Non- 

fiction, labels, captions, 

books, invitations, lists, 

zigzag book. Information 

signs, Warning posters, 

speech bubbles, 

narrative- storytelling. 

Rhyme. 

Numeracy  

Baseline 

To secure numbers 0-5- 

recognising, counting, 

writing, comparing, 

adding and subtracting. 

 

To use everyday language 

related to money. 

 

Counting with pennies. 

 

To use mathematical names 

for ‘flat’ 2D shapes, and 

mathematical terms to 

describe shapes. 

To use numbers from 1 to 

10- recognising, counting, 

writing, comparing, adding 

and subtracting. 

Applying maths knowledge 

to Christmas Activities 

To secure numbers 1-10- 

Estimation, ordering and 

counting on. 

 

To use everyday language 

to talk about size, weight 

and capacity to compare 

quantities and objects 

and to solve problems. 

  To use numbers from 1 

to 20- counting, 

recognising and writing. 

To use mathematical 

names for ‘solid’ 3D 

shapes and mathematical 

terms to describe 

shapes. 

 To use everyday 

language to talk about 

time to compare 

quantities and to solve 

problems. 

Securing numbers 1-20- 

comparing, ordering, 

adding and subtracting. 

 

Solve Problems including 

doubling, halving and 

sharing. Word problems 

and estimation. 

 

Counting in 2’s, 5’s and 

10’s. 

 

Time to consolidate 

learning from the year 

and for gap filling and 

preparation for year 1 in 

SSM and number. To 

include time, length, 

height, capacity, pattern, 

shape, money and 

position. 

Understanding the 

world 

Science: 
Marvellous Me and People 
Who Help us 
-Name and identify different 
body parts. 
-Identify the 5 senses and 
use them to make 
observations. 
-Look closely at similarities 
and differences between 

Science: 
Nocturnal Animals and 
Celebrations 
-Show care and concern for 
living things, nocturnal animals 
and their habitats, hibernation, 
food. 
-Developing an understanding 
of changes overtime, seasons, 
weather, day and night, Winter 

Science: 
Pirates and Under the Sea 
-Beginning to be aware of 
scientific concepts e.g. 
floating and sinking, 
experiments, recording data. 
-Properties and purposes of 
different materials, building 
own boats and testing. 
-Talk about why things 

Science: 
Toys 
-Looking closely at 
similarities and differences in 
relation to objects. 
-Talk about how different 
toys work. 
-Look at different materials 
and their properties for 
different toys.  

Science: 
Will you read me a story? 
(Traditional stories) 
-Look at different materials 
and their properties and 
purposes, building bridges, 
houses. 
-Developing an 
understanding of changes 
overtime, Summer. 

Science: 
Where does our food come 
from? 
-Similarities, differences and 
patterns in relation to living 
things, mini beasts and 
lifecycles. 
-Patterns and changes in the 
environment, plants, living 
things, weather.  



each other and families. 
-Growth and changes from 
baby to adult. 
-Talk about how things work 
(occupations and equipment 
used) 
-Talk about natural and 
found objects, Autumn 
day/hunt. 
 

 History: 
Aut 1- Marvellous Me and 
People Who Help Us 
-Talk about past and present 
events in their own life and 
family members' lives- 
getting to know the children 
and families. 
-Knowing between past and 
present- changes from being 
a baby until now (child) 
-Knowing some reasons why 
people’s lives were different 
in the past- different 
occupations and changes to 
vehicles, equipment etc… 
 
Geography: 

Autumn 1- Marvellous 
Me/People who help us 

-Comments and asks 
questions about aspects of 
their familiar world such as 
the place where they live- 
different types of houses, the 
local area, Bletchley, Milton 
Keynes, local places they 
visit, transport. 
-Describe some actions which 
people in the community do 
to help maintain the area 
they live- occupations-bin 
men, litter picking, caretaker 
etc...  
 

day/walk. 
-Similarities and differences in 
relation to living things. 
 
History:  
Aut 2-Nocturnal Animals and 
Celebrations 
-Developing an understanding 
of changes over time- day and 
night, seasons, when in the 
year animals hibernate. 

-Remembers and talks about 
significant events- Last 

Christmas, past celebrations, 

favourite celebrations 
 

Geography: 
Autumn 2- Nocturnal 
animals/Celebrations 
-Comments and asks questions 
about aspects of their familiar 
world such as the natural world 
-Children know that the 
environment and living things 
are influenced by human 
activity 
Seasons, weather, nocturnal 
animals, habitats, different 
environments. 
-To talk about natural and 
found objects- Autumn/Winter 
hunt/day 
-To show care and concern for 
living things and the 
environment 
-To know about similarities and 
differences in relation to living 
things 

 

happen and how things 
work. 
-Healthy eating 
-Looks closely at similarities 
and differences, maps of 
local area and world.  
 
History: Spring 1- Pirates 
and Under the Sea 
-Knowing some reasons why 
people’s lives were different 
in the past-talk about some 
real pirates and how they 
lived. 
 

Geography: 
Spring 1- Pirates/Under the 

Sea 
-Similarities and differences 
in relation to places- Look at 
different maps and features 
of a map, globe/world map. 
-Children know that the 
environment and living 
things are influenced by 
human activity- Sealife and 
pollution.  

-Developing an 
understanding of changes 
overtime, Spring. 
-Light and Dark- shadows 
 
 
History: Spring 2- Toys 
-Knowing some reasons why 
people’s lives were different 
in the past- Looking at toys 
from the past and present 

day, talking about and 
looking at toys parents and 
grandparents played with, 

making comparisons. 
Geography: 
Spring 2- Toys 
-Talk about features of their 
immediate environment- 
Transport,  
-To talk about changes 
overtime- seasons-Spring 
-Talk about why things 
happen and how things work 

-Developing an 
understanding of growth and 
decay, experiments with 
food and planting the 
fruit/veg garden. 
 
History: Sum 1- Will you 
read me a story? 
-Knowing between past and 
present- recalling significant 
events from in school and at 
home. 
 
Geography:  
Summer 1- Will you read me 

a story? 
-To talk about changes 
overtime- seasons-Summer 
-To know about similarities 
and differences in relation to 
places, objects and 
materials- Building different 
structures (houses, bridges) 
with different materials 
-Developing an 
understanding of growth and 
decay- experiments with 
food, planting seeds 

-Observations of animals and 
their environments, 
matching animals and their 
young. 
-Understanding where our 
food comes from, what 
animals give us, being 
healthy and a balanced diet. 
-Recycling 
 
History: Sum 2- Where does 
our food come from? 

-Changes overtime- Plants 
growing, seasons-wearing 

different clothes during the 
year, how the children have 
changed since the start of 

the year. 
 

Geography: 
Summer 2- Where does our 
food come from? 
-How environments might 
vary from one another- 
Different countries our food 
comes from, why certain 
foods grow in different 
countries, weather, seasons 
-To talk about things they 
have observed, such as 
plants- growing fruit and 
veg, caring for the plants. 
-Develop an understanding 
of growth and change- 
lifecycles, plants 
-Children know that the 
environment and living 
things are influenced by 
human activity- recycling.  
-To show care and concern 
for living things and the 
environment- bug hotel, 
minibeast hunts 



Art and Design 

Marvellous Me 

Self portraits using different 
textures/materials, cutting 
and sticking parts of the 
body, drawing family, 
exploring colour. 

People Who Help Us 

Using colour for a purpose, 
building/variety of 
construction materials 
including natural resources, 
variety of malleable 
resources playdough, clay, 
wet sand, using different 
tools to paint vehicles,finger 
painting (taking 
prints-police). 

Nocturnal Animals 

Using a range of textures and 
natural resources, leaf 
rubbings, printing with natural 
resources, weaving, threading. 
Building on a large scale. Using 
clay and combining different 
media. Experimenting with 
materials to make kites and 
planes. Using a hammer and 
safety goggles (golf tees into 
pumpkins) 

Celebrations 

Diwali patterns, Firework 
painting, using ipad to paint, 
cooking and decorating, 
Christmas cards and 
decorations (cutting and 
sticking), printing wrapping 
paper, range of malleable 
materials. 

Pirates/Under the Sea 

Large outdoor construction 
(pirate ship), malleable 
materials (clay, salt dough, 
play dough, slime) and tools. 
Using different materials to 
make waterproof, designing 
and building a boat, paper 
plate parrots, salt dough 
jewels, range of collage 
materials to create a pirate 
picture. Using split pins to 
make movement.Printing 
with different resources 
(vegetables), making 
puppets. 

 

Toys 

Making patterns, using ipad 
to draw, following 
instructions to make a 
simple toy, using different 
tools to paint, blow painting, 
design and make own toy, 
junk modelling, using 
matchsticks to make 3D 
structures, weaving with 
sticks, design own superhero 
mask, paper mache, 
moondust, look at how toys 
are made,  

Will you read me a story? 

Drawing and retelling own 
stories, different sensory 
materials, simple collages, 
looking at different artists 
and techniques and creating 
our own versions 
(Goldsworthy, Giuseppe 
Arcimboldo, 

Henry Moore, Piet 
Mondrian, Kandinsky, 

George Seurat) 

repeating patterns, 
symmetry.. 

Where does our food come 
from? 

Make salt dough bread rolls 
for role play, printing and 
painting with different food 
and plants, outdoor art using 
found resources, food 
collages (lentils, beans and 
seeds), loose parts to make 
patterns and pictures, 
observational drawing and 
painting e.g. bowl of fruit, 
vase of flowers. make fossils 
with playdough, junk 
modelling (farm), food art 
(snacks) 

Music      Spring 1 - Pirates     
Summer 2 – Growing and 

changing 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Key Stage One 
 
CYCLE A 
 
2020 - 2021 

Autumn 1 
 

Fire! Fire! 

Autumn 2 
 

Bright Lights, 
Big City 

Spring 1 
 

The Enchanted 
Woodland 

Spring 2 
 

Paws, claws and 
Whiskers 

Summer 1 
 

Moon Zoom 

Summer 2 
 

Beside the Seaside 

Picture A 

           

Know more, remember 
more (previous learning 
links) 

EYFS People who help 
us (knowing about 
different occupations in 
the community) 

EYFS Toys (look at 
different materials and 
their properties for 
different toys) 

EYFS Nocturnal 
animals/celebrations 
(show care and concern 
for living things and their 
habitats) 

EYFS Nocturnal 

animals/celebrations 

(hibernation and food) 

EYFS Marvellous 
me/People who help us 
(how things work/changes 
over time to 
occupations/vehicles) 

EYFS Pirates/Under the Sea 
(similarities/differences in 
relation to places)  

Curriculum enrichment Hazard Alley - 
Home/Fire Safety 
Visit from Firefighters 

Bake and decorate 
biscuits 

Local visit to woods Reptile Roadshow Watch the moon 
home-learning 

Seaside Day at school 

Cultural Capital Samuel Pepys Diary Architects who shaped 
London: Christopher 
Wren (St Paul’s 
Cathedral), Renzo Piano 
(Shard) and Charles 
Barry (Houses of 
Parliament) 

Exposed to Enid Blyton 
as one of the world’s 
best-selling authors 
since 1930s  

Historical heroes Nelson 
Mandela and Rosa 
Parks 

Explorers - Neil Armstrong 
and Christina Knoch 
 
 

Classic stories by award-winning 
authors:  Lighthouse Keeper’s 
lunch Ronda and David 
Armitage, The Snail and the 

Whale by Julia Donaldson 
 

Reading (Core Texts) A Narrative - Vlad and 
the Great Fire of 
London by Kate 
Cunningham 

Poetry - All Aboard the 
London Bus by Patricia 
Toht 

Narrative - The Queen’s 

The Enchanted Wood 
(novel) by Enid Blyton 

Narrative - Grace & 
Family 

One Day on our Blue 

Information texts 

Science Fiction Text TBC 

Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch,  

The Snail and the Whale by 
Julia Donaldson 



Non-fiction - 
Information texts about 
GFL  

Hat by Steve Anthony  Planet 

Non-fiction - 
information 

Drums all around the 
world - Short Text 

Long walk to freedom 
picture book 

 

 

Writing (text-type) -Recount personal 
experience 
-Character description of 
Vlad 
-Setting description GFL 
-Diary entry in role as 
Vlad 
-Newspaper report 
-Re-tel a story with 
familiar setting 
-Write a story with a 
familiar setting 

-Busy City Poetry (using 
senses) 
-Bonfire night poetry  
-Information page about 
London 
-Instructions 
-Recipe 
-Non-chronological 
report about 4 capital 
cities of UK 
-Story - the day I crept 
on Santa’s sleigh 

-Letter in role  
-What land would you 
find at the top of the 
magic faraway tree? 
- Write a chapter with 
beginning and build up 
in the style of Enid 
Bylton 
-Write a chapter with 
problem and solution in 
the style of Enid Blyton 
-Explanation texts linked 
to Science 

-Onomatopoeia poetry 
-Biography 
-Letter (fundraising) 
-Recount in role 
-Information text 

-Newspaper report 
-Book review 
-What would you like to be 
when you grow up? 
-Sci-fi story (response and 
write own) 

-Instructions (directions) 
-Tour Guide (persuasive) 
-Non-chronological report about 
seaside towns 
-Beginning of play-script writing 
(create a puppet show) 
-,Memories of KS1 
-All about me (transition) 

Handwriting Y1 
-sit correctly at a table, 
holding a pencil 
comfortably and 
correctly 
-revise formation of 
cursive lower-case 
letters in the correct 
direction, starting from 
the line and finishing in 
the right place 
Y2 
-form lower-case letters 
of the correct size 
relative to one another 
-start using some of the 
diagonal and horizontal 

Y1 
-form some cursive 
lower-case letters in the 
correct direction, starting 
from the line and 
finishing in the right 
place 
Y2 
-write capital letters and 
digits of the correct size, 
orientation and 
relationship to one 
another and to 
lower-case letters 
-use spacing between 
 
 

Y1 
-form most cursive 
lower-case letters in the 
correct direction, starting 
from the line and 
finishing in the right 
place  
-form capital letters 
-form digits 0-9 
Y2 
-use more of the 
diagonal and horizontal 
strokes needed to join 
letters in words and 
understand which 
letters, when adjacent to 
one another, are best 

Y1 
-understand which 
letters belong to which 
handwriting ‘families’ 
and to practise these 
-begin to use some of 
the diagonal and 
horizontal strokes to join 
some letters together 
Y2 
-use joined handwriting 
in some of my writing 
 

Y1 
-begin to use some of the 
diagonal and horizontal 
strokes to join many letters 
together 
Y2 
-use joined handwriting in 
more of my writing 

Y1 
-begin to use some of the 
diagonal and horizontal strokes 
to join more letters together 
Y2 
-use joined handwriting in most 
of my writing 



strokes needed to join 
letters in words 
words that reflects the 
size of the letters. 

left unjoined 
-use joined handwriting 
in some of my writing 

Grammar Y1 
-leaving spaces between 
words 
-Can write simple words 
and sentences to 
communicate meaning 
so that the majority of 
the work can be 
read/decoded by an 
adult without help from 
the child 
Y2 
-write a series of 
sentences for meaning 
with capital letters and 
full stops in most 
sentences. 
-vary sentence structure 
so that sentences do not 
all start with the same 
stem e.g. I can see, I 
can see. 
-begin to use expanded 
noun phrases to 
describe 
-conjunctions – and, but, 
so, or, because. 
-writing may have some 
grammatical errors 

Y1 
-Understand how words 
combine to make 
sentences. 
-begin to show an 
awareness of how 
capital letters and full 
stops are used 
Y2 
-begin to use expanded 
noun phrases to 
describe and specify 
-increasing use of 
conjunctions - or, 
because. 
 

Y1 
-joining words and 
joining clauses using the 
conjunction "and" 
-write a short story using 
sentences 
-show an awareness of 
how full stops are used 
-use capital letters for 
names 
Y2 
-Begin to use sentences 
with different forms in 
my writing (statements, 
questions, exclamations 
and commands) 
-capital letters and full 
stops in most sentences 
-beginning to be correct 
and consistent in 
past/present tense 
-use some time 
conjunctions to link 
ideas e.g. First, Next, 
Then, Finally, 
Immediately, Later,  

Y1 
-begin to use capital 
letters and full-stops to 
demarcate sentences in 
some of his/her writing. 
-use capital letters for 
names and the word I 
-joining words and 
joining clauses using 
increasing conjunctions 
"and, but, so" 
Y2 
-Use a range of 
sentences with different 
forms in my writing 
(statements, questions, 
exclamations and 
commands) 
-conjunctions – if, as, 
when, that, until 
-learning to use commas 
in a list 

Y1 
-use capital letters and 
full-stops in most 
sentences 
-begin to use question 
marks and exclamation 
marks 
-use capital letters for 
names, places, days of the 
week and I. 
-use some time 
conjunctions to sequence 
ideas e.g First, Next, Then, 
Last 
-joining words and joining 
clauses using a range of 
conjunctions: and, but, so, 
because’ 
Y2 
-expanded noun phrases to 
expand and specify 
-? !  sometimes used 
-past and present tense 
mostly correct and 
consistent 
-links ideas and events 
using strategies to create 
flow e.g. time conjunctions 
-match organisation to 
purpose e.g. showing 
structure in a letter. 
-range of sentence 
openers used 
-Use the full range of 
punctuation taught at KS1 
mostly correctly: ! ? . ,’ 
Commas in a list 
- Can sometimes use 
interesting and ambitious 

Y1 
Revision to ensure confidence 
and competency with all of the 
previous objectives e.g. 
punctuation and use of 
conjunctions, applying to a range 
of writing genres, across the 
curriculum. 
Y2 
Revision of prior learning to 
ensure confidence and 
competency with all of 
grammatical knowledge and 
features for Y2, applying to a 
range of writing genres, across 
the curriculum. 



words e.g. volcano or 
evaporate 

Spelling Y1 
-name the letters of the 
alphabet in order 
-begin to spell common 
exception words 
Y2 
-segmenting spoken 
words into phonemes 
and representing these 
by graphemes, spelling 
some correctly 
-learning to spell Y2 
common exception 
words 

Y1 
-using letter names to 
distinguish between 
alternative spellings of 
the same sound 
-make plausible 
attempts at spelling 
using phonic knowledge 
Y2 
-spell some Y2 common 
exception words 
-learning to spell words 
with contracted forms 
-add suffixes to spell 
longer words, including 
–ly, ment, ness. 

Y1 
-spell some exception 
words 
-using –ing, –ed, –er and 
–est where no change is 
needed in the spelling of 
root words 
Y2 
-learning new ways of 
spelling phonemes for 
which 1 or more 
spellings are already 
known, and learn some 
words with each 
spelling, including a few 
common homophones 
-segmenting spoken 
words into phonemes 
and representing these 
by graphemes, spelling 
many correctly 
•  learning the 
possessive apostrophe 
(singular) 

Y1 
-spell many exception 
words 
-use the prefix un– 
-begin to use the 
spelling rule for adding 
–s or –es as the plural 
marker for nouns and 
the third person singular 
marker for verbs 
Y2 
-spell some common 
homophones 
-spell many Y2 common 
exception words 
-add suffixes to spell 
longer words, including 
–ful, –less, 

Y1 
-spell words containing 
each of the 40+ phonemes 
taught 
-spell the days of the week 
-spell all exception words 
for Y1 
-use the spelling rule for 
adding –s or –es as the 
plural marker for nouns 
and the third person 
singular marker for verbs 
-apply simple spelling rules 
and guidance from 
Appendix 1 
Y2 
-distinguishing between 
homophones and 
near-homophones 
-spell more words with 
contracted forms 
-apply spelling rules and 
guidelines from Appendix 1 
-spell all Y2 common 
exception words 
-Apostrophes to mark 
where letters are missing 
in spelling and singular 
possession e.g. the girl’s 
name 

Y1 and Y2 
-Ensure all common exception 
words are secure 
-Revise common spelling 
patterns and homophones 

Maths - Key learning Y1 
White Rose Autumn 1 
 
Number: Place Value 
(within 10) 
 
Number: Addition and 
Subtraction (within 10) 
 

White Rose Autumn 2 
 
Number: Addition and 
Subtraction (within 10) 
 
Geometry: Shape 
 
Number: Place Value 
(within 20) 
 

White Rose Spring 1 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction (within 20) 
 
Number: Place Value 
(within 50) 
 
 
 

White Rose Spring 2 
 
Measurement:Length 
and Height 
 
Measurement:Weight 
and Volume 
 
Consolidation 

White Rose Summer 1 
 
Number:Multiplication and 
Division 
 
Number:Fractions 
 
Geometry:Position and 
Direction 
 
 

White Rose Summer 2 
 
Number: Place Value (within 
100) 
 
Measurement:Money 
 
Measurement: Time 
 
 



Maths - Number 
knowledge (firm 
facts/arithmetic) 

Add and subtract 
within ten 

2D shapes   Language relating to 
direction 

 

Y1 - Ready to Progress 
Criteria 

1NF-1 
1NF-2 
1AS-1 

1AS-2 
1G-1 

1NPV-2 
1AS-2 

 1G-2 1NPV-1 

Maths - Key learning Y2 
White Rose Autumn 1 
 
Number: Place Value 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction 
 

White Rose Autumn 2 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction 
 
Measurement:Money 
 
Number: Multiplication 
and Division 
 
Consolidation 

White Rose Spring 1 
 
Number:Multiplication 
and Division 
 
Statistics 
 
 
 
 
 

White Rose Spring 2 
 
Geometry:Properties of 
Shapes 
 
Number: Fractions 
 
 

White Rose Summer 1 
 
Measurement:Length and 
Height 
 
Geometry: Position and 
Direction 
 
Consolidation: Problem 
Solving 
 

White Rose Summer 2 
 
Measurement: Time 
 
Measurement: Mass, Capacity 
and Temperature 
 
Consolidation 

Maths - Number 
knowledge (firm 
facts/arithmetic) 

Multiples of 2, 5 and 10 
 
Add and subtract 
across 10 

  Language related to 
properties of shape 

 
 

Y2 - Ready to Progress 
Criteria 

2NPV-1 
2NPV-2 
2NF-1 

2AS-1 
2AS-2 
2AS-3 
2AS-4 

2MD-1 
 

2G-1 2MD-2  

Science A Materials A1 Materials A2 Plants A Living things and their 
habitats A 

Seasonal Changes A Animals including humans A 

Computing A E-safety 
 
Create an image using 
paint tools and skills 

E-safety 
 
Word Processing Skills: 
-Use bullet points 
-Create a text box 
-Insert/copy and 
paste/resize an image 
 
(write up recipe) 

E-safety 
 
Programming: 
Create a virtual fantasy 
land 

E-safety 
 
Power-Point presentation 
and prepare a speech 

E-safety 
 
Programming bee-bots 

E-safety 
 
Digitally record puppet show and 
edit together 

Design Technology A  FOCUS: Food   Design, make and 

evaluate 
 FOCUS: Textiles 



(Christmas cookies) 

Art and Design A FOCUS: Colour  FOCUS: Art Form  FOCUS: Art Form (3D 

work with clay) 

FOCUS : Colour   

Music A 
Fire journey  Sounds interesting 

(city sounds)  

Music Express 

Your imagination 

Charanga 

Zoo time 

Charanga 

Rocket journey  What’s the score? 
Music Express 

History A Great Fire of London 
GFL took place in 1666 
(17th century). 
It started in a bakery on 
Pudding Lane.  (Sequence 
events on timeline)  
Before the fire started 
there had been a drought, 
so the city was very dry. 
Lots of houses were made 
from wood and straw, and 
were built close together 
which caused the fire to 
spread. 
We know what happened 
because people wrote 
about it.  Samuel Pepys 
wrote a diary.  Many 
houses were then built 
with bricks. 
Assessment/key question: 
Tell me about the Great 
Fire of London… (tuff tray 
set up as London with 
props, chd to describe 
what they know about the 
GFL) 

  Nelson Mandela/Rosa 
Parks 
In the 1950s, there was 
segregation of people in 
many parts of the world 
due to the colour of their 
skin. 
In 1955 Rosa Parks refused 
to give up her seat on a 
bus and was imprisoned. 
Citizens implemented the 
Montgomery Bus Boycott 
in protest.  In 1956, the 
laws were changed to stop 
racial segregation in 
Alabama. 
Apartheid in South Africa 
meant that black and 
white people were not 
allowed to live in the same 
areas, attend the same 
schools, share a table in a 
restaurant or sit together 
on a bus. 
Nelson Mandela worked 
with a group of people to 
bring about change and 
fight this law.  In 1963, he 
was jailed for 27 years. 
When released, he 
became South Africa’s first 
black President and 
worked hard to make it a 
country of equality.  
Assessment/key question: 

Famous Explorers 
Christopher Columbus was a 
sailor and  famous explorer. 
He is said to have 
‘discovered’ the Americas, 
but actually many people 
already lived there.  He was 
born in Italy and his real 
name is Cristoforo Colombo. 
He started the slave trade. 
Neil Armstrong was the first 
human to walk on the moon 
during the NASA Apollo 11 
mission on 20th July 1969. 
Co-pilots - Edwin ‘Buzz’ Aldrin 
and Michael Collins.  He got 
his pilot licence when he was 
16 (before he even learned to 
drive). Famous line, “one 
small step for man, one giant 
leap for mankind”.   Christina 
Knoch completed the longest 
ever single space flight by a 
woman in February 2020. 
She was also part of the first 
all-woman crew to spacewalk 
in 2019.  She is still  a NASA 
astronaut.  
 Assessment/key question: Is 
it easier to be an explorer 
now than it was in the past? 
 

 



If you could write a letter 
to Rosa Parks or Nelson 
Mandela what would you 
write/what questions 
would you ask? 

Geography A Locational Knowledge: 
name and locate the four 
countries and capital cities 
of the United Kingdom and 
its surrounding seas. 
 
Place Knowledge: identify 
characteristics of the four 
countries and capital cities 
of the United Kingdom 

 Geographical Skills & 
Fieldwork: use simple 
fieldwork and 
observational skills to 
study the geography of our 
school and its grounds and 
the key human and 
physical features of its 
surrounding environment 
(focus on the Forest school 
area). 
 
Map Skills: use aerial 
photographs and plan 
perspectives to recognise 
landmarks and basic 
human and physical 
features; devise a simple 
map; and use and 
construct basic symbols in 
a key 

  Human & Physical Geography: use 
basic geographical vocabulary to 
refer to:  key physical features, 
including: beach, cliff, coast, sea, 
ocean, season and weather; key 
human features, including: city, 
town, village, factory, farm, house, 
office, port, harbour and shop 
 
Locational  knowledge: name, 
locate and identify characteristics of 
the United Kingdom and its 
surrounding seas - know where to 
find the coast and the seaside. 
Understand why we do not have a 
coastline in MK.  

PE Fundamental movement 
Health & Exercise 

Multi-skills 
Games 

Gymnastics 
Multi-skills 

Dodgeball skills 
Dance 

Striking and fielding 
Racket skills 

Sports day activities 
Team games 

RE A 
Jewish/Christian beliefs 

What does it mean to 
belong? 

Christmas around the 
world 

New beginnings 
What do people believe 

about New Year? 

Lent and the Easter 
story 

How and why do 
symbols express 

meaning including 
religious meaning? 

Sikhism 
What do Sikhs learn from 

the 5Ks? 
 

Religious worship 
How should you spend the 

weekend? 

PSHE + SRE 
Keeping myself safe Feelings Friendships What is kindness? 

Respecting differences 
It’s good to be me What is money? 

 
 



Key Stage One 
 
CYCLE B 
 
2021 - 2022 

Autumn 1 
 

Healthy Heroes 

Autumn 2 
 

Towers, Turrets 
& Tiaras 

Spring 1 
 

Weather Experts 

Spring 2 
 

Mr. McGregor’s 
Garden 

Summer 1 
 

All Aboard 

Summer 2 
 

Down Under 

Picture B 

      

Know more, remember 
more (previous learning 
links) 

EYFS Where does our 
food come from? 

EYFS Toys (knowing 
some reasons why 
people’s lives were 
different in the past) 

EYFS Will you read me 
a story? (changes 
overtime - seasons) 
Pirates/Under the sea 
(know that the 
environment and living 
things are influenced by 
human activity) 

EYFS Marvellous me 
(comments and ask qs 
about their familiar world 
and where they live) 

EYFS Toys (talk about 
features of immediate 
environment - transport) 

EYFS Pirates/Under the Sea 
(similarities and differences in 
relation to places) 

Curriculum enrichment Fruit picking TBC Castle visit? Visit from an artist? Look after a bunny for a 
day 

Buckinghamshire Railway 
Centre Visit 

Australia Day 

Cultural Capital Sue Hendra and Paul 
Linnet Best Picture Book 
Award 

William the Conqueror 
 
Develop an 
understanding of the 
Royal family and Queen 
Elizabeth II 

World’s most famous 
artists and paintings - 
Monet, Van Gogh, 
Metzinger 

Exposure to the life, 
legacy and story-telling 
of Beatrix Potter 

Amelia Earhart as the first 
woman to fly a plane to the 
Atlantic ocean 

Exposure to fairytales and folk 
tales from another culture 

Reading (Core Texts) B Supertato series 
Traction Man 

George and the dragon 
Snow White and the 
Seven Dwarves 
Information texts about 
castles 

Dear Polar Bear 
Poetry (acrostic/rhyme) 
Information text about 
weather 

Beatrix Potter’s Peter 
Rabbit 

Information texts about 
transport 
Rosie Revere Engineer 
The runaway train 
Benedict Blathwayt 

Australian folk tales and fables 
Information texts about Australia 



Writing (text-type) -Character description 
(Wanted poster) 
-Biography of author 
-Story following structure 
of Sue Hendra’s 
Supertato 
-Information text - how to 
be healthy 
-Recipe  

-Diary entry in role  
-Re-tell a fairytale 
-Write own fairytale 
-Castle leaflet 
-Report about Castles 

-Setting description (The 
storm) 
-Instructions -How to 
make a hedgehog 
-Non-chronological 
report (four seasons) 
-Letter to Polar Bear 
-Poetry (weather - silly 
stuff Dr Gloucester) 

-Explanation text to 
describe a process (how 
plants grow) 
-Explanation text to 
describe how to look 
after a pet 
-Diary entry as Peter 
Rabbit 
-Complaint letter 
-Story in the style of 
Beatrix Potter 

-Chronological report 
-Newspaper report 
-Interview with a train 
driver 
-Recount of educational 
visit 
-Advert (design own 
vehicle and advertisement) 

-Poetry writing (riddle) 
-Information guide 
-Fable/folk tale 
-Postcard (from Australia) 
-Memories of KS1 
-All about me (transition) 
 

Handwriting Y1 
-sit correctly at a table, 
holding a pencil 
comfortably and 
correctly 
-revise formation of 
cursive lower-case 
letters in the correct 
direction, starting from 
the line and finishing in 
the right place 
Y2 
-form lower-case letters 
of the correct size 
relative to one another 
-start using some of the 
diagonal and horizontal 
strokes needed to join 
letters in words 
words that reflects the 
size of the letters. 

Y1 
-form some cursive 
lower-case letters in the 
correct direction, starting 
from the line and 
finishing in the right 
place 
Y2 
-write capital letters and 
digits of the correct size, 
orientation and 
relationship to one 
another and to 
lower-case letters 
-use spacing between 
 
 

Y1 
-form most cursive 
lower-case letters in the 
correct direction, starting 
from the line and 
finishing in the right 
place  
-form capital letters 
-form digits 0-9 
Y2 
-use more of the 
diagonal and horizontal 
strokes needed to join 
letters in words and 
understand which 
letters, when adjacent to 
one another, are best 
left unjoined 
-use joined handwriting 
in some of my writing 

Y1 
-understand which 
letters belong to which 
handwriting ‘families’ 
and to practise these 
-begin to use some of 
the diagonal and 
horizontal strokes to join 
some letters together 
Y2 
-use joined handwriting 
in some of my writing 
 

Y1 
-begin to use some of the 
diagonal and horizontal 
strokes to join many letters 
together 
Y2 
-use joined handwriting in 
more of my writing 

Y1 
-begin to use some of the 
diagonal and horizontal strokes 
to join more letters together 
Y2 
-use joined handwriting in most of 
my writing 
 

Grammar Y1 
-leaving spaces between 
words 
-Can write simple words 
and sentences to 

Y1 
-Understand how words 
combine to make 
sentences. 

Y1 
-joining words and 
joining clauses using the 
conjunction "and" 

Y1 
-begin to use capital 
letters and full-stops to 
demarcate sentences in 
some of his/her writing. 

Y1 
-use capital letters and 
full-stops in most 
sentences 

Y1 
Revision to ensure confidence 
and competency with all of the 
previous objectives e.g. 
punctuation and use of 



communicate meaning 
so that the majority of 
the work can be 
read/decoded by an 
adult without help from 
the child 
Y2 
-write a series of 
sentences for meaning 
with capital letters and 
full stops in most 
sentences. 
-vary sentence structure 
so that sentences do not 
all start with the same 
stem e.g. I can see, I 
can see. 
-begin to use expanded 
noun phrases to 
describe 
-conjunctions – and, but, 
so, or, because. 
-writing may have some 
grammatical errors 

-begin to show an 
awareness of how 
capital letters and full 
stops are used 
Y2 
-begin to use expanded 
noun phrases to 
describe and specify 
-increasing use of 
conjunctions - or, 
because. 
 

-write a short story using 
sentences 
-show an awareness of 
how full stops are used 
-use capital letters for 
names 
Y2 
-Begin to use sentences 
with different forms in 
my writing (statements, 
questions, exclamations 
and commands) 
-capital letters and full 
stops in most sentences 
-beginning to be correct 
and consistent in 
past/present tense 
-use some time 
conjunctions to link 
ideas e.g. First, Next, 
Then, Finally, 
Immediately, Later,  

-use capital letters for 
names and the word I 
-joining words and 
joining clauses using 
increasing conjunctions 
"and, but, so" 
Y2 
-Use a range of 
sentences with different 
forms in my writing 
(statements, questions, 
exclamations and 
commands) 
-conjunctions – if, as, 
when, that, until 
-learning to use commas 
in a list 

-begin to use question 
marks and exclamation 
marks 
-use capital letters for 
names, places, days of the 
week and I. 
-use some time 
conjunctions to sequence 
ideas e.g First, Next, Then, 
Last 
-joining words and joining 
clauses using a range of 
conjunctions: and, but, so, 
because’ 
Y2 
-expanded noun phrases 
to expand and specify 
-? !  sometimes used 
-past and present tense 
mostly correct and 
consistent 
-links ideas and events 
using strategies to create 
flow e.g. time conjunctions 
-match organisation to 
purpose e.g. showing 
structure in a letter. 
-range of sentence 
openers used 
-Use the full range of 
punctuation taught at KS1 
mostly correctly: ! ? . ,’ 
Commas in a list 
- Can sometimes use 
interesting and ambitious 
words e.g. volcano or 
evaporate 

conjunctions, applying to a range 
of writing genres, across the 
curriculum. 
Y2 
Revision of prior learning to 
ensure confidence and 
competency with all of 
grammatical knowledge and 
features for Y2, applying to a 
range of writing genres, across 
the curriculum. 

Spelling Y1 
-name the letters of the 
alphabet in order 
-begin to spell common 
exception words 
Y2 

Y1 
-using letter names to 
distinguish between 
alternative spellings of 
the same sound 

Y1 
-spell some exception 
words 
-using –ing, –ed, –er and 
–est where no change is 

Y1 
-spell many exception 
words 
-use the prefix un– 
-begin to use the 
spelling rule for adding 

Y1 
-spell words containing 
each of the 40+ phonemes 
taught 
-spell the days of the week 

Y1 and Y2 
-Ensure all common exception 
words are secure 
-Revise common spelling 
patterns and homophones 



-segmenting spoken 
words into phonemes 
and representing these 
by graphemes, spelling 
some correctly 
-learning to spell Y2 
common exception 
words 

-make plausible 
attempts at spelling 
using phonic knowledge 
Y2 
-spell some Y2 common 
exception words 
-learning to spell words 
with contracted forms 
-add suffixes to spell 
longer words, including 
–ly, ment, ness. 

needed in the spelling of 
root words 
Y2 
-learning new ways of 
spelling phonemes for 
which 1 or more 
spellings are already 
known, and learn some 
words with each 
spelling, including a few 
common homophones 
-segmenting spoken 
words into phonemes 
and representing these 
by graphemes, spelling 
many correctly 
•  learning the 
possessive apostrophe 
(singular) 

–s or –es as the plural 
marker for nouns and 
the third person singular 
marker for verbs 
Y2 
-spell some common 
homophones 
-spell many Y2 common 
exception words 
-add suffixes to spell 
longer words, including 
–ful, –less, 

-spell all exception words 
for Y1 
-use the spelling rule for 
adding –s or –es as the 
plural marker for nouns 
and the third person 
singular marker for verbs 
-apply simple spelling rules 
and guidance from 
Appendix 1 
Y2 
-distinguishing between 
homophones and 
near-homophones 
-spell more words with 
contracted forms 
-apply spelling rules and 
guidelines from Appendix 
1 
-spell all Y2 common 
exception words 
-Apostrophes to mark 
where letters are missing 
in spelling and singular 
possession e.g. the girl’s 
name 

Maths - Key learning Y1 
White Rose Autumn 1 
 
Number: Place Value 
(within 10) 
 
Number: Addition and 
Subtraction (within 10) 
 

White Rose Autumn 2 
 
Number: Addition and 
Subtraction (within 10) 
 
Geometry: Shape 
 
Number: Place Value 
(within 20) 
 

White Rose Spring 1 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction (within 20) 
 
Number: Place Value 
(within 50) 
 
 
 

White Rose Spring 2 
 
Measurement:Length 
and Height 
 
Measurement:Weight 
and Volume 
 
Consolidation 

White Rose Summer 1 
 
Number:Multiplication and 
Division 
 
Number:Fractions 
 
Geometry:Position and 
Direction 
 
 

White Rose Summer 2 
 
Number: Place Value (within 100) 
 
Measurement:Money 
 
Measurement: Time 
 
 

Maths - Number 
knowledge (firm 
facts/arithmetic) 

Add and subtract 
within ten 

2D shapes   Language relating to 
direction 

 

Y1 - Ready to Progress 1NF-1 1AS-2 1NPV-2  1G-2 1NPV-1 



Criteria 1NF-2 
1AS-1 

1G-1 1AS-2 

Maths - Key learning Y2 
White Rose Autumn 1 
 
Number: Place Value 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction 
 

White Rose Autumn 2 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction 
 
Measurement:Money 
 
Number: Multiplication 
and Division 
 
Consolidation 

White Rose Spring 1 
 
Number:Multiplication 
and Division 
 
Statistics 
 
 
 
 
 

White Rose Spring 2 
 
Geometry:Properties of 
Shapes 
 
Number: Fractions 
 
 

White Rose Summer 1 
 
Measurement:Length and 
Height 
 
Geometry: Position and 
Direction 
 
Consolidation: Problem 
Solving 
 

White Rose Summer 2 
 
Measurement: Time 
 
Measurement: Mass, Capacity 
and Temperature 
 
Consolidation 

Maths - Number 
knowledge (firm 
facts/arithmetic) 

Multiples of 2, 5 and 10 
 
Add and subtract 
across 10 

  Language related to 
properties of shape 

 
 

Y2 - Ready to Progress 
Criteria 

2NPV-1 
2NPV-2 
2NF-1 

2AS-1 
2AS-2 
2AS-3 
2AS-4 

2MD-1 
 

2G-1 2MD-2  

Science B Animals including 
humans B 

Materials B Seasonal changes B Plants B Forces B Living things and their habitats B 

Computing B E-safety 

Use technology 
purposefully to 

manipulate and retrieve 
digital content 

(use tracker pad, click 
and drag). 

E-safety 

Use a keyboard to type. 
Save documents and 

open documents.  Undo 
and redo typing. 

Change font size and 
format. 

 

E-safety 

Programming on Scratch 
Junior 

E-safety 

Create a presentation 

E-safety 

Programming a beebot 

E-safety 

Using an online search engine 
safely to retrieve information 

Design Technology B FOCUS - FOOD: Follow 
safe procedures for food 
safety and hygiene- With 
support follow 

FOCUS - Design, make, 
evaluate 

(make a model castle 

  FOCUS - Design, make, 
evaluate (moving vehicle 

 



instructions to create 
mainly savoury dishes. 

with lever mechanism) 

Art and Design B   FOCUS - Drawing and 
Painting - Extend the 

variety of drawing tools. 
Experiment with tools 
and surface.  Observe 
and draw landscapes, 

faces and hands 

Explore textures, use 
light and dark and 
discuss shadows. 

Artists: Monet, Van 
Gogh, Metzinger,  

FOCUS - Printing (found 
materials, fruit/veg, 
wood blocks, press, 
print, lino, string.) 

 FOCUS - Pattern 

Awareness and discussion of 
patterns.  Repeating patterns 

Symmetry.  Arranging, folding, 
repeating, overlapping, 

Regular and irregular patterning. 
Natural and man-made patterns 

(rainmaker) 

Music B Hands, feet, heart 
Charanga 

Hairy, scary castle 
Music Express 

Rain, rain go away 
Music Express 

Create a musical 
performance to retell a 
Peter Rabbit story 

Round and round 
Charanga 

Tropical songs from different 
genres of music 

History B Healthy Heroes 
(Historical terminology) 
-Past = has happened 
-Present = happening 
now 
-Historical source = 
something that tell us 
about history 
 
Assessment/key 
question: How can we 
find out about the 
past? 

Towers, Turrets, Tiaras 
William I (William the 
Conqueror) - Came to 
England from 
Normandy, claiming that 
his second cousin 
Edward the Confessor 
had promised him the 
throne, and defeated 
Harold II at the Battle of 
Hastings on 14th 
October 1066.  He was 
the first Norman King of 
England.  He invented 
castles to protect his 
new kingdom.  
Motte and Bailey = form 
of castle situated on a 
raised earthwork and 
surrounded by a ditch 
and protective fence. 
Motte – a mound topped 

 
 

 All Aboard! 
Bletchley Train Station line 
was built in 1839 as a 
major intercity station for 
commuters to and from 
London. 
It was one of the most 
important railway stations 
of WWII as it was the 
nearest main line for 
Bletchley Park.  Bletchley 
Park was a secret working 
place for mathematicians 
and scientists who were 
using machines to attempt 
to break coded messages 
from the enemy.  Train 
travel was essential to get 
workers to and from 
Bletchley Park.  
 
Assessment/key 

 



with a tower known as a 
keep. The earth for an 
artificial mound would be 
taken from a ditch, dug 
around the motte or 
around the whole castle. 
Bailey – enclosed 
courtyard. 
Vocab = drawbridge, 
portcullis, turret, tower, 
moat, rampart, chapel, 
great hall, dungeon, 
queen, king. 
Queen Elizabeth II – 
Elizabeth Alexandra 
Mary Windsor, Queen of 
United Kingdom, the 
sixth-longest-reigning 
monarch of all time. 
 
Assessment/key 
question: Would you 
rather be a King/Queen 
in 1066 or 2020?  

 

question: Tell me about 
Bletchley Train Station… 
(using photographs as 
prompts). 

Geography B   Weather Experts 
 
Human and physical 
geography:  identify 
seasonal and daily 
weather patterns in the 
United Kingdom and the 
location of hot and cold 
areas of the world in 
relation to the Equator 
and the North and South 
Poles 
 
Locational Knowledge: 
Compare the location of 
hot and cold areas of the 
world in relation to the 

Mr McGregor’s Garden 
 

Human and physical 
geography:  identify 
seasonal and daily 
weather patterns in the 
United Kingdom and the 
location of hot and cold 
areas of the world in 
relation to the Equator 
and the North and South 
Poles; use basic 
geographical vocabulary 
to refer to:  key physical 
features, including: hill, 
mountain, river, soil, 
valley, vegetation; key 
human features, 

 Down Under (Australia) 

Locational knowledge:  name 
and locate the world’s seven 
continents and five oceans 

Place knowledge: understand 
geographical similarities and 
differences through studying the 
human and physical geography 
of a small area of the United 
Kingdom, and of a small area in a 
contrasting non-European 
country 



Equator and the North 
and South Poles 
 
Geographical Skills & 
Fieldwork: Observe the 
weather where we live. 
Collect data to record 
weather conditions e.g. 
rain gauge, thermometer 
and weather vane (Link 
to Science). 

including: city, town, 
village, factory, farm, 
house, office and shop 
 
Place Knowledge: 
Compare the Lake 
District and Milton 
Keynes.  Recognise the 
difference in human and 
physical features. 
Understand that MK is a 
manmade city, whereas 
LD is much more 
natural. 

PE Multi-Skills 
Agility, Balance & 
Coordination 

Multi-Skills 
Throw, Catch, Roll, 
Bounce 
Gymnastics 

Introduction to 
Invasion Games 
Basketball / Netball 
Badminton 

Introduction to 
Invasion Games 
Hockey / Football 
Dance 

Introduction to Athletics 
Basketball / Netball 
Dodgeball 

Net / Wall Games Intro 
Tennis 
Bat & Ball Skills 

RE B Leaders. 
Who should you follow? 

Christmas 
Should we celebrate 
it/how do we celebrate 
it? 

Looking after creation 
How should people care 
for the world? 
Different religious New 
Years.  

Easter symbols 
How do the church 
celebrate Easter? 

Important Religious stories 
Can stories change 
people? 

Where do we worship? 
Do we need shared special 
places? 

PSHE + SRE B How to be healthy? We are all unique! Happy families What is bullying? Online safety My community 

 
 

Lower Key Stage Two 
 
CYCLE A 
 
2020 - 2021 

Autumn 1 
 

Rotten  
ROMANS 

Autumn 2 

What if you lived 
in Rome - Italy? 

 

Spring 1 
 

Rivers 
 

Spring 2 
 

Plants 

Summer 1 
 

Vikings 

Summer 2 
 

Volcanoes 



Picture A 

 
   

  

Know more, remember 
more (previous learning 
links) 

KS1 Bright lights, big city 
(landmarks with roman 
architecture e.g. St Paul’s 
Cathedral) 

KS1 Bright lights, big city 
(chd develop knowledge 
of capital cities and that 
they are known for 
landmarks.  Recipe is 
written in this topic)  

KS1 Beside the 
seaside (chd explore 
what is a 
sea/beach/coastline 
and where they are 
located) 

KS1 Mr McGregor’s 
Garden (chd basics of 
what plants need to 
survive and conduct an 
experiment to test this) 

KS1 Towers, Turrets, 
Tiaras (William the 
Conqueror) 

KS1 Down Under (Features 
of Australia - volcanoes that 
have never erupted) 

Curriculum enrichment Roman day at school  River Explorers - Park’s 
Trust 

Forest Schools   

Cultural Capital Jeremy Strong -significant 
author 

Anthony Browne’s Kurt 
Maschler Award Winning 
book - Voices in the park 
 
Exposed to famous 
landmarks and 
architecture of Rome 

The Wind in the 
Willows novel 1908 

Toby Alone 
Timothee de Fombelle 

The Iron Man Classic Tale  

Reading (Core Texts) A Ruthless Romans 
 
The Ochard Book of 
Roman Myths - Romulus 
and Remus 
 
Jeremy Strong - Romans 
What the Romans did for 
us. 

Information Texts about 
Rome 
 
Voices in the Park 
 
Charlotte's Web 
 

The Wind in the 
Willows by Kenneth 
Graham 
Why Water’s Worth It 
A River by Marc Martin 
‘Where on the Earth?’ 
Book of Rivers 
Flood by Alvaro Villa 
 
 

Ice Palace 
 
Wangari's Trees of Peace: 
A True Story from Africa 
 
Toby Alone 
Timothee de Fombelle 
 

The Iron Man 
 
Viking in the Supermarket 
 
Escape from Pompeii 
 
 

Earth Shattering Events 
The pebble in my pocket 
The Street Beneath my Feet 

Writing (text-type) -Recount from personal 
experience 
-Diary in role 

-All about Rome - Tour 
guide 
-Voices in the park - use 

-Stories with significant 
authors (write in the 

-Non-chronological report 
about plants 
 

-Instructions - how to make 
Viking Jewellery 
 

-Stories from other cultures 
 
-Discussion - Would you like 



-Newspaper report based 
on Roman Myth (King 
Anilius is dead!) 
-Speech in role as 
Romulus as founder of new 
city  
-Plan and write my own 
Myth for how Rome was 
created 

the structure to write 
different perspectives of 
a walk through Rome, 
Italy 
-Recipe (making a pizza) 
-Creating images poetry 
(describing Rome) 
-Playscript 
 
 

style of Kenneth 
Graham, Wind in the 
Willows) 

-Explanation Text  

-Recount in role (in 
response to Flood text) 

-Persuasive letter (in 
response to Flood) 

-Repetition/simile poem 
 
-Poetry - Haikus and 
Calligrams 
 
-Biography 

-Create an advert to sell 
your piece of Viking 
jewellery 
 
-Stories with historical 
settings 
 
-All about the Vikings 
information text 

to live near a volcano? 
 
-Journal report to recount a 
volcano eruption 
 
 

Handwriting Revise the diagonal and 
horizontal strokes needed 
to join letters in words and 
use joined handwriting in 
most writing.  

Use more of the 
diagonal and horizontal 
strokes needed to join 
letters in words and 
understand which 
letters, when adjacent to 
one another, are best 
left unjoined. 
 
Use joined handwriting 
in most writing. 

Increasingly use the 
diagonal and horizontal 
strokes that are 
needed to join letters 
and begin to 
understand which 
letters, 
when adjacent to one 
another, are best left 
unjoined. 

Increase the consistency 
of using joined 
handwriting. 

Increase the legibility, 
consistency and quality of 
his/her 
handwriting e.g. by 
beginning to ensure that 
the downstrokes of letters 
are parallel and equidistant; 
that lines of writing are 
spaced sufficiently so that 
the ascenders and 
descenders of 
letters do not touch. 
 

Increase the legibility, 
consistency and quality of 
his/her 
handwriting e.g. by 
beginning to ensure that the 
downstrokes of letters are 
parallel and equidistant; that 
lines of writing are 
spaced sufficiently so that 
the ascenders and 
descenders of 
letters do not touch. 
 

Grammar Produce work which is 
organised, imaginative and 
clear e.g. simple opening 
and ending 
 
Use sentence punctuation 
accurately: capital letter, 
full stop, ! ? , 
 
Use the forms ‘a’ or ‘an’ 
according to whether the 
next word begins with a 
consonant or a vowel e.g. 
a rock, an open box. 
 
Express time, place and 
cause using conjunctions 
e.g. 

Use headings and 
sub-headings to aid 
presentation. 
 
Begin to use paragraphs 
as a way to group 
related material. 
 
Express time, place and 
cause using prepositions 
e.g. before, after, during, 
in, because of. 
 
Understand the following 
terminology: Preposition, 
Word family. 
 

Express time, place 
and cause using 
adverbs e.g. then, 
next, soon, therefore, 
or  
 
Use the present perfect 
form of verbs instead of 
the simple 
past e.g. He has gone 
out to play contrasted 
with He went 
out to play. 
 
Identify word families 
based on common root 
words e.g. solve, 

Understand the following 
terminology: Preposition, 
conjunction. 
Word family, prefix. 
Clause, subordinate 
clause. Direct speech. 
Consonant, consonant 
letter, vowel, vowel letter. 
Inverted 
commas (or speech 
marks). 
 
Can attempt to give 
opinion, interest or humour 
through detail 
 
Uses adjectives and 
adverbs for description. 

Form nouns using a range 
of prefixes e.g. super-, 
anti-, auto-. 
 
Understand and use the 
following terminology: 
Preposition, conjunction. 
Word family, prefix. Clause, 
subordinate clause. Direct 
speech. Consonant, 
consonant letter, vowel, 
vowel letter. Inverted 
commas (or speech 
marks). 
 
Adapt the chosen form to 
the audience. 
 

Confidence and competency 
with all of the above, 
applying to a range of writing 
genres, across the 
curriculum – may display 
traits of level 4b. 



when, before, after, while, 
so, because. 
 
Begin to use inverted 
commas to punctuate 
direct speech. 
 
Understand the following 
terminology: conjunction, 
Clause, subordinate 
clause, Consonant, 
consonant letter, vowel, 
vowel letter. Inverted 
commas (or speech 
marks). 

solution, solver, 
dissolve, insoluble. 
 
Is experimenting with a 
range of punctuation, 
although use may not 
be accurate e.g. 
commas; inverted 
commas; exclamation 
marks; ellipsis; 
apostrophes 
 
Understand the 
following terminology: 
adverb, word family, 
present perfect, verb. 
Word family, prefix. 
Clause, subordinate 
clause. Direct speech. 
Consonant, consonant 
letter, vowel, vowel 
letter. Inverted 
commas (or speech 
marks). 
 

Use interesting and varied 
word choices 

Spelling Use the first two or three 
letters of a word to check 
its spelling in 
a dictionary. 
 
Spell the homophones 
brake/break, fair/fare, 
grate/great, 
groan/grown, here/hear, 
heel/heal/he‘ll, mail/male, 
main/mane, 
meet/meat, peace/piece, 
plain/plane. 
 
Spell words with the ‘ay’ 
sound spelt ‘ei’, ‘eigh’ or 
‘ey’ e.g. eight, they. 
 

Spell words containing 
the ‘i’ sound spelt ‘y’ 
elsewhere than at 
the end of word e.g. 
myth, gym. 
 
Use the suffix -ly 

Add suffixes beginning 
with vowel letters to 
words of more than 
one syllable e.g. 
forgetting, preferred, 
gardening, limited. 
 
Use the prefixes 
mis-,dis-. 
 
Spell words with the ‘k’ 
sound spelt ‘ch’ e.g. 
scheme, school, echo. 

Use the prefixes un-, re-, 
bi-, pre-. 
 
Spell words with the ‘sh’ 
sound spelt ‘ch’ e.g. chef, 
machine. 
 
Spell words with endings 
sounding like ‘zh’ and ‘ch’ 
e.g. treasure, measure, 
picture, nature. 
 
Spell words with endings 
which sound like ‘zhun’ 
e.g. division, 
decision. 

Spell words that are often 
misspelt with reference to 
English 
Appendix 1. 
 
Write from memory simple 
sentences, dictated by the 
teacher, that include words 
and punctuation taught so 
far. 

Spell words that are often 
misspelt with reference to 
English 
Appendix 1. 
 
Write from memory simple 
sentences, dictated by the 
teacher, that include words 
and punctuation taught so 
far. 



 
 

Y3 - Ready to Progress 
Criteria 

3NVP-1 
3NVP-2 
3NVP-3 
3NF-1 

3NF-2 
3NF-3 
3AS-1 
3AS-2 
3AS-3 
3MD-1 

 3NVP-4 
3F-1 

3F-2 
3F-3 
3F-4 

3G-1 
3G-2 

Maths - Number 
knowledge (firm 
facts/arithmetic) 

Secure and maintain 
fluency in addition and 
subtraction within and 
across 10, through 
continued practice. 
 
Recall the 10 and 5 
multiplication tables, and 
corresponding division 
facts. 

Recall the 2, 4 and 8 
multiplication tables, 
and corresponding 
division facts. 
 
 

  Multiplication and 
division facts in the 10, 5, 
2, 4 and 8 tables 

 

Maths - Key learning Y3 
 

White Rose Autumn 1 
 
Number: Place Value 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction 
 

White Rose Autumn 2 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction 
 
Number: Multiplication 
and Division 
 

White Rose Spring 1 
 
Number:Multiplication 
and Division 
 
Measurement: Money 
 
Statistics 
 

White Rose Spring 2 
 
Measurement:Length and 
Perimeter 
 
Number:Fractions 
 
Consolidation 

White Rose Summer 1 
 
Number:Fractions 
 
Measurement:Time 
 

White Rose Summer 2 
 
Geometry:Properties of 
Shapes 
 
Measurement:Mass and 
Capacity 
 
Consolidation 

Y4 - Ready to Progress 
Criteria 

4NPV-1 

4NVP-2 

4NVP-3 

4NVP-4 

4NF-1 

4NF-2 

4NF-3 

4F-1 

 

4MD-1 

4MD-2 

4MD-3 

4F-2 

4F-3 

 4G-1 

4G-2 

4G-3 



Maths - Number 
knowledge (firm 
facts/arithmetic) 

Recall the 3, 6 and 9 
multiplication tables, 
and corresponding 
division facts. 

Recall the 7 
multiplication table, 
and corresponding 
division facts. 

s 

Recall the 11 and 12 
multiplication tables, 
and corresponding 
division facts. 

Recall multiplication and 
division facts up to 12 x 
12 , recognising products 
and multiiples 

  

Maths - Key learning Y4 
 

White Rose Autumn 1 
 
Number:Place Value 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction 
 
 

White Rose Autumn 2 
 
Measurement:Length 
and Perimeter 
 
Number: Multiplication 
and Division 
 

White Rose Spring 1 
 
Number: Multiplication 
and Division 
 
Measurement: Area 
 
Number: Fractions 
 
 

White Rose Spring 2 
 
Number: Fractions 
 
Number:Decimals  
 
Consolidation 

White Rose Summer 1 
 
Number:Decimals 
 
Measurement: Money 
 
Measurement:Time 
 
 

White Rose Summer 2 
 
Geometry:Properties of 
Shapes 
 
Geometry:Position and 
Direction 
 
Consolidation 

Science A 
Living things and their 
habitats 

Forces and magnets Changing states Plants A Light & dark Animals including humans 

Computing A Computng systems and 
networks 

Creating media - 
animation 

Creating media - 
Desktop publishing 

Data information - 
Branching databases 

Programming A - 
sequence in music 

Programming B - events 
and action 

Design Technology A Rotten Romans 

Design, make and 
evaluate-  a Roman shield. 

What if you lived in 
Rome - Italy? 

Italian Food. 

  Vikings 

  

Making Viking jewellery 

Extreme weather – 
Volcanoes  

Sewing a volcano fabric 
picture. 

 

Art and Design A   Rivers 

Colour-Painting/ 
weaving/ink 

 
 

Science- Plants 

Drawing- Plants 

  



Music A Charanga Freestyle topic 
songs: Celts and 

Romans 

 

Glockenspiel 1 

Introduce the children to 
learning about the 
language of music 
through playing the 

glockenspiel. 

Explore & develop 
playing skills. 

Start to use the scores 
provided in this unit.  

Charanga Freestyle 
topic songs: Oceans, 

Seas and Rivers 

Topical songs to 
support learning across 

the curriculum. 

Glockenspiel 2 

Build on skills from 
Glockenspiel 1 learning 
about the language of 

music through playing the 
glockenspiel. 

Explore & develop playing 
skills. 

Start to use the scores 
provided in this unit. 

Charanga Freestyle topic 
songs: Vikings 

Topical songs to support 
learning across the 
curriculum. 

Charanga Scheme: Reflect, 
Rewind, Replay (Y3) 

Consolidate the learning that 
has occurred during the 
year. Revisit songs and 
musical activities, a context 
for the History of Music and 
the beginnings of the 
Language of Music 

History A Rotten Romans  
Children are introduced to 
the Romans. They learn a 
bit about the history of 
Rome – legend and fact – 
and understand where in 
Europe Rome is, and how 
the Romans came to 
extend their influence and 
create such a large and 
influential empire. Children 
learn about the Roman 
Empire and its impact on 
Britain at the time and the 
legacy it left us. The 
Romans are invading and 
children take the position of 
Celtic tribes. Understand 
the power and organisation 
of the Roman army and 
ask and answer historically 
relevant questions about 
why it was so successful. 
Decide whether it was 
better for the Celts to 
collaborate or resist the 
Romans – what 
advantages were there to 
collaboration. 
·         An understanding of 
the reasons why the 

 Britain’s settlement 
by Anglo – Saxons  
Contextualise the 
Anglo-Saxon period 
within a timeline of 
Britain. Through 
discussion, children 
understand the terms 
'invaders' and 'settlers' 
and discuss 
motivations for 
emigration. Gain 
historical insight into 
the lives of 
Anglo-Saxon and 
British people. 
 
Assessment/key 
question: Can you 
explain the difference 
between invasion and 
settlement? 
Can you describe 
what life was like in 
Anglo- Saxon times? 
 

 Vicious Vikings 
Discover the chronological 
place of this key era in the 
history of Britain. Through 
discussion, children learn 
about Viking raids and 
invasion, (‘Where did the 
Vikings come from? Where 
did they invade and settle? 
Why did they leave 
Scandinavia?’) Begin to 
appreciate why the Vikings 
were successful and  gain 
historical insight into the 
lives of Vikings and British 
people. 
 
Assessment/key 
question: Who were the 
Vikings? Why did they 
invade Britain and what 
did they bring? 

 



Roman army was so 
successful and how it 
expanded & conquered 
many countries. 
·         An understanding of 
why the Romans wanted to 
invade Britain. 
Knowledge of the earlier 
failed invasion attempts by 
Julius Caesar and later 
successful attempt by  
Emperor Claudius. 
 
Assessment/key 
question: How did daily 
life change in Britain 
during Roman times? 

Geography A What if you lived in Rome 
- Italy? 

(A region within a 
European country) 

Locational knowledge: 
locate Italy and its 
capital city and 
neighbouring countries 
on the world’s map 
Place knowledge:  

Explore the tourist 
attractions of Rome 
identify the similarities 
and differences between 
Italy and Britain 

  Rivers  
(Flood – Lit) / Water 

Cycle (Science) 
Human and physical 
geography:  Find out what 
a river is, how they are 
formed and the importance 
of rivers in settlements, 
travel and farming. 
Investigate bridges, 
irrigation, and the industrial 
use of rivers too. 

 Extreme weather – 
Volcanoes 

Physical geography:  
Describe and understand 
key aspects of physical 
geography in the context of 
volcanoes, explain how 
volcanoes are formed, 
explore what happens when 
a volcano erupts. 
Place knowledge: 
- explore why people live in 
volcanic areas and what the 
various benefits of this can 
be for people, such as fertile 
soil and mining 
opportunities. 
-compare a volcanic area to 
a non-volcanic area. 

PE Netball/Basketball 
Health & Exercise 

Forest school 
Tag Rugby 
Badminton 

Swimming 
Hockey 
Gymnastics 

Swimming 
Dodgeball 
Dance 

Cricket 
Tennis 

Rounders 
Athletics 

RE A 
Jewish children/Judaism 
and God 

Mary and Christmas 
Does the Christmas 
narrative need Mary? 
Why are some 

Hindu 
children/Hinduism and 
God 
How do people’s beliefs 

Easter and Passover 
Does Easter make sense 
without Passover? 
Why and how are people 

Jesus and miracles 
Did Jesus really do 
miracles? 

Prayer 
Does prayer change things? 



occasions sacred to 
believers? 

about God, the world 
and others impact on 
their lives? 

influenced and inspired by 
others? 

PSHE + SRE A 
Shared responsibilities Economic well being: 

Money 
Mental health Keeping Safe Ourselves - growing and 

changing 
Internet Safety 

 
 

Lower Key Stage Two 
CYCLE B 
 
2021 - 2022 

Autumn 1 

Changes in 
Britain from the 

Stone Age to Iron 
Age 

Autumn 2 

What if you 
could choose a 
capital city for 

the UK? 

Spring 1 

Ancient Egypt 

 
 

Spring 2 
 

What if you lived 
by the coast? 

 

Summer 1 

Mayan Civilisation 

  
 

Summer 2 

What if there were 
no rainforests? 

Picture B 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

Know more, remember 
more (previous learning 
links) 

KS1 Beside the Seaside 
(sewing a finger puppet) 

KS1 Bright lights, big city 
(explores all 4 capital 
cities)  Towers, Turrets, 
Tiaras familiar fairy tales 

KS1 Healthy Heroes 
(how to keep healthy: 
including brushing 
teeth twice daily) 

KS1 Beside the Seaside 
(physical/humans features 
of seaside town) 

KS1 Healthy Heroes and 
Paws, Claws and Whiskers 
(write biographies and look 
at timelines) 

KS1 Paws, Claws and 
Whiskers/Weather Experts 
explores animal habitats 
across the globe 

Curriculum enrichment   Film: Return of the 
Mummy, escaping the 
pyramid 

   

Cultural Capital Wolves awarded- CILIP 
Kate Greenaway Award 

Traditional  tales   The Great Kapok Tree The Shaman’s Apprentice 
Where the Forest Meets the 
Sea 



The Vanishing Rainforest 

Reading (Core Texts) B The Wolves in the Walls by 
Neil Gaiman 
 
Wolves by Emily Gravett 

True story of the Three 
Little Pigs 
 
Goldilocks and the Three 
Bears 
 
Tryue Story of the Three 
Little Pigs 
 
Snowman 
 

    

Writing (text-type) To build up skills to write a 
narrative account in the 
style of Wolves in the 
Walls from the point of 
view of Lucy. - this 
willinclude figuratie 
language, description and 
dialogue. 
 
To write a. recount of 
Lucy’s experience with the 
Wolves for a local 
newspaper.  Focusing on 
the Wolves Party. 
 

Retell a section of the 
true story of the three 
little pigs 
 
Use of fronted adverbials 
and noun phrases used 
in retelling the tale from 
Goldilocks point of view. 
 
Letter of complaint from 
the pigs to the wolves 
 
Letter of apology from 
the wolf to the pigs 
 
Playscript based on the 
True Story of the Three 
Little Pigs 
 
Explanation text looking 
after a pet. 
 
Playscript based on 
sequence of events from 
the Snowman 
 

Action sequence 
described based on 
film. 
 
Dairy entry from the 
explorer’s point of view 
in ‘Escaping the 
pyramid.’ 
 
Newspaper article 
about the discovery of 
Tutankhamen’s tomb. 
 
NC Report about 
Egyptian Gods. 
 
Instructions for 
Mummyifying a body. 
 
Description of 
Tutankhamen’s tomb. 
 
Explanation text - 
Looking after teeth 

Explanation of coastal 
erosion 
 
 
Instructions: How to 
become a superhero like 
the Incredibles. 
 
Action sequence based on 
the film ‘The Incredibles’ 
describing the escape 
scene. 
 
Performance Poetry 

Diary entry ‘A day in a 
Mayan village.’ 
 
Fact File about nobel 
Mayan 
 
NC Report about Mayan 
Gods and beliefs. 
 
To be able to write a tourist 
leaflet about Mayan 
landmarks. 
 
Biography of Archaelogist 
who discovered the Mayan 
remains. 
 
Discsussion: What 
happened to the Mayan? 

Explore the structure of 
dilemma stories based in a 
rainforest 
 
To write a persuasive letter 
encouraging support for the 
Rainforests 



Handwriting Revise, where necessary, 
the use the diagonal and 
horizontal strokes that are 
needed to join 
letters and understand 
which letters, when 
adjacent to one 
another, are best left 
un-joined. 

Further increase the 
legibility, consistency 
and quality of his/her 
handwriting e.g. by 
ensuring that the 
downstrokes of letters 
are parallel and 
equidistant; that lines of 
writing are spaced 
sufficiently so that the 
ascenders and 
descenders of letters do 
not touch. 

Use joined handwriting 
consistently. 
 
Become meticulous 
with handwriting 
legibility – focus on 
careful use of size e.g. 
in words such as 
minimum, children 
strive towards precision 
in size of all lower case 
letters. 

Evaluate and reflect upon 
handwriting looking at size 
and orientation – edit and 
improve handwriting to 
develop precision. 

Write in a joined cursive 
style automatically and 
fluently. 
 
Begin to develop speed of 
handwriting in joined script, 
being careful not to become 
untidy with presentation. 

Write in a joined cursive style 
automatically and fluently. 
 
Begin to develop speed of 
handwriting in joined script, 
being careful not to become 
untidy with presentation. 

Grammar 
Use noun phrases 
expanded by the addition 
of modifying 
adjectives, nouns and 
preposition phrases e.g. 
‘the teacher’ 
expanded to: ‘the strict 
maths teacher with curly 
hair’. 
 
Use inverted commas and 
other punctuation to 
indicate 
direct speech e.g. The 
conductor shouted, ‘Sit 
down!’ - a 
comma after the reporting 
clause; end punctuation 
within 
inverted commas. 
 
Use apostrophes to mark 
plural possession e.g. the 
girl‘s name, 
the girls’ names. 
 
Use commas after fronted 
adverbials. 
 

Use paragraphs to 
organise ideas around a 
theme. 
 
Understand the 
grammatical difference 
between the plural and 
the possessive -s. 
 
Can use more 
sophisticated 
connectives e.g. 
although; however; 
despite 
 
Understand the following 
terminology: pronoun, 
possessive pronoun,  
 

Make the appropriate 
choice of pronoun or 
noun, within 
and across sentences, 
to aid cohesion and 
avoid repetition. 
 
Choose to use fronted 
adverbials to fit 
purpose e.g. Later that 
day, I heard the bad 
news. 
 
Understand the 
following terminology: 
adverbial 
 

Can use interesting 
language to sustain and 
develop ideas – MUST 
pick up on ‘ambitious’ may 
be using very adventurous 
language, although 
inaccurately. 
 
Can select interesting 
strategies to move a story 
forward e.g. 
characterisation; dialogue 
with the reader; scene 
changing 

Use standard English forms 
for verb inflections instead 
of 
local spoken forms e.g. we 
were instead of we was, or I 
did, instead of I done. 
 
 
Understand the following 
terminology: determiner 
 
Can write in a lively and 
coherent style 
 
Can advise assertively, 
although not 
confrontationally, in factual 
writing 
 

Confidence and competency 
with all of the above, 
applying to a range of writing 
genres, across the 
curriculum. 



Spelling Use the first three or four 
letters of a word to check 
its spelling 
in a dictionary. 
 
Spell words ending with 
the ‘g’ sound spelt ‘gue’ 
and the ‘k’ 
sound spelt -que e.g. 
rogue, tongue, antique, 
unique. 
 
 
Spell words with the ‘s’ 
sound spelt ‘sc’ e.g. 
science, scene. 
 
 

Place the possessive 
apostrophe accurately in 
words with 
regular plurals e.g. girls’, 
boys’ and in words with 
irregular 
plurals e.g. children’s. 
 
To write word with 
apostrophes to mark 
omissions- contracted 
forms. 
 

Use the prefixes in-, 
im-, il-, ir-, sub-, inter-, 
super-, anti-, auto- 

Understand and add the 
suffixes -ation, -ous. 
 
Add endings which sound 
like ‘shun’ spelt -tion, 
-sion, -ssion, 
-cian e.g. invention, 
tension, discussion, 
magician. 
 

Spell homophones 
accept/except, affect/effect, 
ball/bawl, 
berry/bury, knot/not, 
medal/meddle, missed/mist, 
rain/rein/reign, 
scene/seen, 
weather/whether, 
whose/who‘s. 
 
 

Spell more complex words 
that are often misspelt with 
reference to English 
Appendix 1. 
 
Write sentences from 
memory, dictated by the 
teacher, that 
include words and 
punctuation taught so far. 
 

Y3 - Ready to Progress 
Criteria 

3NVP-1 
3NVP-2 
3NVP-3 
3NF-1 

3NF-2 
3NF-3 
3AS-1 
3AS-2 
3AS-3 
3MD-1 

 3NVP-4 
3F-1 

3F-2 
3F-3 
3F-4 

3G-1 
3G-2 

Maths - Number 
knowledge (firm 
facts/arithmetic) 

Secure and maintain 
fluency in addition and 
subtraction within and 
across 10, through 
continued practice. 
 
Recall the 10 and 5 
multiplication tables, and 
corresponding division 
facts. 

Recall the 2, 4 and 8 
multiplication tables, 
and corresponding 
division facts. 
 
 

  Multiplication and 
division facts in the 10, 5, 
2, 4 and 8 tables 

 

Maths - Key learning Y3 
 

White Rose Autumn 1 
 
Number:Place Value 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction 
 

White Rose Autumn 2 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction 
 
Number: Multiplication 
and Division 
 

White Rose Spring 1 
 
Number:Multiplication 
and Division 
 
Measurement: Money 
 
Statistics 

White Rose Spring 2 
 
Measurement:Length and 
Perimeter 
 
Number:Fractions 
 
Consolidation 

White Rose Summer 1 
 
Number:Fractions 
 
Measurement:Time 
 

White Rose Summer 2 
 
Geometry:Properties of 
Shapes 
 
Measurement:Mass and 
Capacity 
 



 Consolidation 

Y4 - Ready to Progress 
Criteria 

4NPV-1 

4NVP-2 

4NVP-3 

4NVP-4 

4NF-1 

4NF-2 

4NF-3 

4F-1 

 

4MD-1 

4MD-2 

4MD-3 

4F-2 

4F-3 

 4G-1 

4G-2 

4G-3 

Maths - Number 
knowledge (firm 
facts/arithmetic) 

Recall the 3, 6 and 9 
multiplication tables, 
and corresponding 
division facts. 

Recall the 7 
multiplication table, 
and corresponding 
division facts. 

s 

Recall the 11 and 12 
multiplication 
tables, and 
corresponding 
division facts. 

Recall multiplication 
and division facts up to 
12 x 12 , recognising 
products and 
multiiples 

  

Maths - Key learning Y4 
 

White Rose Autumn 1 
 
Number:Place Value 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction 
 
 

White Rose Autumn 2 
 
Measurement:Length 
and Perimeter 
 
Number: Multiplication 
and Division 
 

White Rose Spring 1 
 
Number: Multiplication 
and Division 
 
Measurement: Area 
 
Number: Fractions 
 
 

White Rose Spring 2 
 
Number: Fractions 
 
Number:Decimals  
 
Consolidation 

White Rose Summer 1 
 
Number:Decimals 
 
Measurement: Money 
 
Measurement:Time 
 
 

White Rose Summer 2 
 
Geometry:Properties of 
Shapes 
 
Geometry:Position and 
Direction 
 
Consolidation 

Science B Rocks & Soil Animals including 
humans B 

Electricity Light & Sound Plants B SRE 

Computing B Computing system and 
networks - The Internet 

Creating media - Audio 
editing 

Creating media - 
photo editing 

Data information - Data 
logging 

Programming A - Repetition 
in shapes 

Programming B - Repetition 
in games 

Design Technology B Changes in Britain from 
the Stone Age to Iron 

What if you could 
choose a capital city 

 What if you lived by the   



Age 

Focus: Working with 
tools/equipment. 

Weaving 

for the UK? 

Focus: Food 

Cooking healthy food 
(sci link digestion) 

coast 

Focus: Design, make, 
evaluate- Moving toys 

 

Art and Design B   Focus: Printing - 

Hieroglyphics & Colour- 
ink batik. 

 Mayan Civilisation 

Focus: Form 

Pattern(clay) 

What if there were no 
rainforests? 

Focus: Drawing 

 

Music B Charanga Scheme: Let 
your spirit fly (Y3) 

Charanga: 
Glockenspiel 1 

Charanga Freestyle 
topic songs: Ancient 

Egypt 

Charanaga: 
Glockenspiel 2 

 

Charanga Scheme: The 
Dragon Song (Y3) 

 

Charanga Scheme: Reflect, 
Rewind, Replay (Y4) 

History B The Savage Stone Age 
(Historical terminology) 
prehistory, BC, AD, 
decade, century 
 
 
We will be exploring the 
Stone Age, Bronze Age 
and Iron Age periods. We 
will look at what made 
these periods in history 
special exploring the 
discoveries and inventions. 
We will look at what cave 
men were really like and 
discover what it would 
have been like to live in 
those times. We will 
examine the types of 
homes people used to live 
in, what they ate and how 
they farmed. We will also 

 Walk Like an 
Egyptian 
 
 
Assessment /key 
question: Would you 
rather ? 

 Mayan civilisation AD 900 
Ancient Maya 
 
Assessment /key 
question: Why? 

 



learn why historical 
artefacts are important and 
how we can use them to 
help us discover 
information about the past. 
 
Assessment /key 
question: If you were a 
cave man when would 
you like to live in - Stone. 
Iron or Bronze Age? 

Geography B  What if you could 
choose a capital city 

for the UK? 
 UK city study 

 
Locational 
Knowledge: name and 
locate counties and 
cities of the United 
Kingdom, geographical 
regions and their 
identifying human and 
physical characteristics, 
key topographical 
features (including hills, 
mountains, coasts and 
rivers), and land-use 
patterns; and 
understand how some 
of these aspects have 
changed over time 
 
Place Knowledge: 
understand 
geographical 
similarities and 
differences through the 
study of human and 
physical geography of a 
region of the United 

 What if you lived by the 
coast? 

Coasts 

(Human and physical 
features) 

 
Locational knowledge: 
The location of places and 
environments they study 
and other significant 
places and environments; 
describe where places are 
and explain why places 
are like they are. 
 
Human & Physical 
Geography:  
Recognize and explain 
patterns made by 
individual physical and 
human features in the 
environment. 
Recognize some physical 
and human processes and 
explain how these can 
cause changes in places 
and environments. 
Water – effect of erosion 
and deposition on  coasts. 

 What if there were no 
rainforests? 

Amazon Rainforest 

(The importance of raw 
materials such as trees 



Kingdom 
 
Geographical Skills & 
Fieldwork: use maps, 
atlases, globes and 
digital/computer 
mapping to locate 
countries 

PE Invasion Games 
TAG Rugby 
Net / Wall Games 
Badminton 
Health & Exercise 

Invasion Games 
Basketball / Netball 
Net / Wall Games 
Dodgeball 

Invasion Games 
Football 
Gymnastics 

OAA 
Dance 

Athletics 
Net / Wall Games 
Tennis 

Strike & Fielding 
Cricket 
Strike & Field 
Rounders 

RE B 
Religions in the area – 
Sikhism and Harvest 

Hinduism/Christmas 
Is light a good symbol for 
celebration? 

 Holy journeys 
Christianity, Islam, 
Judaism, Hinduism, 
Buddhism 
Is a holy journey 
necessary for 
believers? 

Easter and Lent 
Should believers give 
things up? 

Jesus as a leader 
Does Jesus have authority 
for everyone? 

Sacred texts 
Can made up stories tell the 
truth? 

PSHE + SRE B Communities Economic well being 
Aspirations - careers and 
work 

Teeth Healthy Eating Freindships Keeping Safe 

 
 
 

Upper Key Stage Two 
 
CYCLE A 
 
2020 -2021 

Autumn 1 
 

Stranded 

Autumn 2 
 

We are 
astronomers 

Spring 1 
 

How was our 
local area 

affected by the 
Blitz? 

Spring 2 
 

The 
Highwayman 

Summer 1 
 

Goodnight Mr Tom 

Summer 2 
 

The course of true 
love never did run 

smooth. 



Picture A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Know more, remember 
more (previous learning 
links) 

KS1 Study of Australia, 
where Michael’s family 
visits Kensuke’s 
Kingdom. 
 
LKS2 Mayan Civilisation - 
study of an Ancient 
civilisation like Benin. 

LKS2 Light and Sound KS1 Zoom Moon - 
Significant individuals, 
Neil Armstrong & 
Christopher Columbus 
voyages of discovery 
Fire! Fire! Great Fire of 
London  - Stuarts which 
followed the Tudors 
 
LSK2 

LKS2 Haikus and 
Calligrams 
 
LKS2 Study simple 
circuits in Electricity, 
UKS2 return to apply 
that knowledge to the 
use of electrical 
components. 

KS1 Local study -  Bletchley 
Park 
LKS2 

LKS2 Animals including 
humans looked at the 
digestive system, here the 
children in UKS2 return to 
look at the circulatory system 

Curriculum enrichment   Trip to National Space 
Centre 

   

Cultural Capital Winner of the children’s 
book award in 2000 by 

former children’s laureate 

Classic poetry  Classic poetry  English playwright 
Choral speaking 

performance 

Reading (Core Texts) 
A 

Kensuke’s Kingdom by 
Michael Morpurgo 

 
Winner of the children’s 

book award in 2000. 
This thrilling adventure 

explains how washed up 
on an island in the 

Pacific, Michael struggles 
to survive on his own. 
With no food and no 

water, he curls up to die. 
When he wakes, there is 

Narrative poetry  

 ‘A letter to say’by 
Raymond Wilson, 

describes how property 
stands right in the way of 

prgress. 

‘Flannan Isle’ by Wilfred 
Gibson 

The Lady of Shalott by 

Frank Cottrell Boyce 
 

Carnegie Medal-winning 
Frank Cottrell Boyce 

writes about long-legged 
Liam who makes a giant 

leap for boy-kind by 
competing with a group of 
adults for the chance to go 

into space. Is Liam the 
best boy for the job? 

Sometimes being big isn't 
all about being a grown-up 

The Highwayman 
by Alfred Noyes 

 
"The Highwayman"  
is a romantic ballad 

poem written by Alfred 
Noyes, first published in 

the August 1906 
 

 Escape from Kraznir 
 
 
 

Goodnight Mr Tom by  
Michelle Magorian 

 
Set during World War II, it 
features a boy abused at 
home in London who is 

evacuated to the country at 
the outbreak of the war 

 
 

Shakespeare 
‘A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream’ 
 

This fantastic introduction to 
the world of William 

Shakespeare. 
A Midsummer Night's Dream 

is a comedy written by 
William Shakespeare in 

1595/96. The play consists of 
multiple subplots that revolve 

around the marriage of 



a plate beside him of fish, 
of fruit, and a bowl of 
fresh water.  He is not 

alone… 
 

Alfred Tennyson  

This is a lyrical ballad by 
the English poet Alfred 
Tennyson. Based on the 
medieval La Damigella 
di Scalot, it tells the story 
of Elaine of Astolat, a 
young noblewoman 
imprisoned in a tower on 
an island near Camelot. 

 

How does the lighthouse 
work? By Roman 
Belyaev 

 
 

Theseus and Hippolyta. 
. 

Writing (text-type) VARMINTS 
 
1.To research and write 
non-fiction text about 
bees. 
 
2.To write a diary entry  
 
3.To write a diary entry 
from the point of view of 
a Varmint, showing how 
their thoughts and 
feelings vary in differing 
circumstances. 
 
4.To write a formal letter 
to Lord Bleakstone 
rebuking the Drudglings 
desire to destroy nature. 
 
Kensuke’s Kingdom 
1.To write a letter from 

This Letter’s to Say 
To be able to plan a 
letter of reply drawing on 
the language used in the 
original letter. 
 
Formal letter for 
complaint to the 
government about a 
modern day issue: HS2 
 
Flannan Isle 
 
To be able to write in 
role as Joseph Moore, 
the lighthouse keeper - a 
diary entry for 26th 
December 1900, when 
he has just investigated 
what has been 
happening on Flannan 
Isle. 

NC Report about a planet 
 
Diary entry 
  
Formal letter in role as 
Headteacher Mrs Sass to 
Liam’s parents.  

● outlining the 
assembly incident 

● complaining 
about Liam’s 
behaviour 

 
Informal letter to penfriend 
about an adventure 
Persuasive letter to 
parents about trip into 
space. 
 
Computer Game Stimuls: 
Myst III 

Writing in role as Tim 
the Ostler about what he 
saw. 
 
Newspaper report about 
the incident at the Inn. 
 
Diary entry in role as 
Bess. 
 
 Escape from Kraznir 
 
Narrative writing 
 
To write an effective 
story opening which 
grips the reader. 
 
To develop settings. 
 
To use show-not-tell 
techniques for settings. 

Persuasive writing: 
Propaganda poster. 
 
Explanation text: Why were 
children evacuated? 
 
Diary entry in role as Willie 
reflecting on his initial few 
days in Little Weirwold. 
 
Recount of a first day at 
school from Willie’s point of 
view. 
 
 
Scripted conversation 
between a family about the 
outbreak of WWII. 
 
 

Stimulus Film: The Maker 
To describe the Maker 
creating his partner’s body 
out of fabric from a third- 
viewpoint.  
 
A MidSummer Night’s 
Dream 
 
Letter from Egeus to friend 
Duke Thesues asking for 
advice about the problems 
he is currently having with 
his daughter. 
 
Poster explaining the plays 
themes of:Love, Family, 
Friendship and Unrequited 
love. 
 
Letter from one of the 
characters asking for advice 



Michael to his Dad 
persuading him not to go 
on the journey or a letter 
to Gran explaining why 
the trip is a good idea. 
 
2. Diary entry 
 
3. Non-chronolgical 
report about Orangutans 

 
Newspaper report based 
on events in the poem. 
 
NC Report about the 
history of lighthouses. 

To be able to plan and 
write a detailed 
description of Atticus’ 
room. 
 
History 
Balanced argument about 
the statement: “Was 
Elizabeth I was a terrible 
person and an awful 
queen?” 
 

To develop an 
interesting plot. 
 
To use our knowledge of 
speech to develop a 
sense of character 
 

To be able to write a 
comparison between a book 
and a film. 
 
Explanation text: Circulatory 
system 
 
RE: To be able to appreciate 
what the word temptation 
means and use this 
understanding to write a 
modern day story about this 
theme. 

and a response from an 
agony aunt. 
 
 
To be able to tell the story of 
the love potion mix up from 
Puck’s point of view. 
 
Playscript 
 
 

Handwriting Write increasingly legibly, 
fluently, and with 
increasing speed, 
through improving 
choices of which shape 
of a letter to use 
when given choices and 
deciding whether or not 
to join specific 
letters. 
 

Write increasingly 
legibly, fluently, and with 
increasing speed -  
dditing and improving 
handwriting where 
necessary. 

Write increasingly legibly, 
fluently, and with 
increasing speed, by 
choosing the writing 
implement that is best 
suited for a task. 

Write increasingly 
legibly, fluently, and with 
increasing speed, by 
choosing the writing 
implement that is best 
suited for a task. 

Begin to develop my own 
style of handwriting – fluent, 
cursive, legible and used at 
speed when necessary.  

Begin to develop my own 
style of handwriting – fluent, 
cursive, legible and used at 
speed when necessary.  

Grammar Understand verb prefixes 
e.g. dis-, de-, mis-, over- 
and re-. 
 
Use devices to build 
cohesion within a 
paragraph e.g. then, 
after that, this, firstly. 
 
Use paragraphs 
consistently and 
appropriately. 
 
Understand the following 
terminology: Cohesion, 
Atmosphere, verb prefix. 

Convert nouns or 
adjectives into verbs 
using suffixes e.g. 
-ate, -ise, -ify. 
elasticate, standardise, 
solidify. 
 
Use brackets, dashes or 
commas to indicate 
parenthesis. 
 
Use commas to clarify 
meaning or avoid 
ambiguity. 
 
Understand the following 
terminology:  

Convert nouns or 
adjectives into verbs using 
suffixes e.g. 
-ate, -ise, -ify. 
elasticate, standardise, 
solidify. 
 
Use brackets, dashes or 
commas to indicate 
parenthesis. 
 
Use commas to clarify 
meaning or avoid 
ambiguity. 
 
Understand the following 
terminology:  
Parenthesis, bracket, 

Produce well-structured 
and organised writing 
using a range of 
conventions of layout.  
 
Can choose from a wide 
range of known, 
imaginative and 
ambitious vocabulary. 
 
Vary sentence length 
and order to confidently 
sustain interest. 

Produce writing that is 
varied, interesting and 
thoughtful. 
 
Can use appropriate 
informal and formal styles 
with confidence e.g. 
standard English, 
conversational. 
 
Can use punctuation for 
effect e.g. exclamation mark, 
dashes, ellipsis. 
 
Begin to show conscious 
control over word order and 
use of techniques to adapt 

Confidence and competency 
with all of the above, 
applying to a range of writing 
genres across the 
curriculum. 



Parenthesis, bracket, 
dash. ambiguity. 
 

dash. ambiguity. 
 
 
Indicate degrees of 
possibility using adverbs 
e.g. perhaps, 
surely, or modal verbs e.g. 
might, should, will, must. 
 
Use relative clauses 
beginning with who, 
which, where, when, 
whose, that, or an omitted 
relative pronoun. 
 
Link ideas across 
paragraphs using 
adverbials of time e.g. 
later, 
place e.g. nearby, and 
number e.g. secondly, or 
tense choices 
e.g. he had seen her 
before. 
 
 
Understand the following 
terminology: Modal verb, 
relative pronoun, relative 
clause.  
 

writing to the needs and 
interest of the reader 

Spelling Use the first three or four 
letters of a word to check 
spelling, 
meaning, or both of these 
in a dictionary. 
 
Use a thesaurus. 
 
Spell word endings which 
sound like ‘shus’ spelt 
-cious or -tious 

Spell words ending in 
-ant, -ance/-ancy, -ent, 
-ence/-ency e.g. 
tolerant/tolerance, 
transparent/transparenc
y. 
 
Spell words ending in 
-able and -ible, also 
-ably and -ibly e.g. 
adorable, possible, 
adorably, possibly. 

Spell words containing the 
letter-string ‘ough’ e.g. 
bought, 
rough, through, bough. 
 
Spell some words with 
‘silent’ letters e.g. knight, 
psalm, solemn. 
 

Homophones and other 
words that are often 
confused e.g. whose 
and who’s 
 

 Use knowledge of 
morphology and etymology 
in spelling and 
understand that the spelling 
of some words needs to be 
learnt 
specifically, as with the word 
list in English Appendix 1. 
 



e.g. vicious, delicious, 
ambitious, cautious. 
 
Spell word endings which 
sound like ‘shil’ spelt -cial 
or -tial e.g. 
official, partial. 

 

Y5 - Ready to Progress 
Criteria 
 

5NPV - 2 
5NF-2 

5NF-1  
5MD-1 
5MD-2 
5G-2  

5MD-3 
5MD-4 
5F-1 
5F-2 

5NPV-1 
5NPV-3 
5F-3 

5G-1 5NPV-4 
5NPV-5 

Maths - Number 
knowledge (firm 
facts/arithmetic) 

 Multiplication tables 
facts to 12x 12 
 

 Secure and maintain 
fluency in all 
multiplication tables, 
and corresponding 
division facts, through 
continued practice. 

  

Maths - Key learning Y5 
 
 

White Rose Autumn 1 
 
Number: Place Value 
 
Number: Addition and 
Subtraction 
 
Statistics 

White Rose Autumn 2 
 
Number: Multiplication 
and Division 
 
Measurement: Perimeter 
and Area 
 

White Rose Spring 1 
 
Number: Multiplication 
and Division 
 
Number: Fractions 

White Rose Spring 2 
 
Number: Fractions 
 
Number:Decimals and 
Percentages 
 
Consolidation 

White Rose Summer 1 
 
Consolidation 
 
Number: Decimals 
 
Geometry:Properties of 
Shapes 
 
 

White Rose Summer 2 
 
Geometry:Position and 
Direction 
 
Measurement:Converting 
units 
 
Consolidation 

Y6 - Ready to Progress 
Criteria 

6NPV-1 
6NPV-2 
6NPV-3 
6NPV-4 

6AS/MD-1 
6AS/MD-2 

6AS/MD-3 
6AS/MD-4 
6F-1 
6F-2 
6F-3 

 6G-1  

Maths - Key learning Y6 
White Rose Autumn 1 
 
Number:Place Value 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction 
 
Statistics 

White Rose Autumn 2 
 
Number: Multiplication 
and Division 
 
Measurement: Perimeter 
and Area 
 
 

White Rose Spring 1 
 
Number:Multiplication and 
Division 
 
Number: Fractions 
 
 

White Rose Spring 2 
 
Number:Decimals and 
Percentages 
 
Consolidation 

White Rose Summer 1 
 
Consolidation 
 
Number:Decimals 
 
Geometry:Properties of 
Shapes 

White Rose Summer 2 
 
Geometry:Position and 
Direction 
 
Measurement:Converting 
units 
 
Meaurement:Volume 



Science A Evolution Light Space Electricity Habitats SRE 
 
Animals including humans 
 

Computing A Computing systems and 
networks - sharing 
information 

Creating media - vector 
drawing 

Creating media - video 
editing 

Data and information - 
Flat-file databases 

Programming A - Selection 
in physical computng 

Programming B - Selection 
in quizzes 

Design Technology A   Flannan Isle 

FOCUS: Design, make, 
evaluate 

DT making a lighthouse 

 World War II -  

FOCUS: Design, make, 
evaluate 

Anderson Shelter 

 

Art and Design A Kensuke’s Kingdom - 
endangered species 

FOCUS: Andy Warhol's 
screen printing 

Benin bronzes 

Masks 

FOCUS- Form 

paper mache 

 Tudors 

FOCUS: Drawing 

Tudor Portraits 

 What if you lived by a 
mountain? 

FOCUS: Colour 

Watercolour 

Music A Charanga Scheme: 
Livin’ On A Prayer (Y5) 

Learning is focused 
around one song: Livin' 
On A Prayer. Learn to 

sing, play, improvise and 
compose with this song, 
children will listen and 
appraise other classic 

rock songs 

Charanga Scheme: 

Charanga Scheme: 
Happy (Y6) 

Charanga Scheme: 
Djembe drumming  

Charanga Freestyle 
topic songs: Songs from 

Scotland 

Topical songs to support 
learning across the 
curriculum. 

Charanga Scheme: 
Recorders 

 

Charanga Scheme: The 
Fresh Prince of Bel-Air 

(Y5) 

Charanga Scheme: Reflect, 
Rewind, Replay (Y5) 



Djembe drumming  

History A Benin (West Africa) - 
AD 900-1300 
‘What was happening 
elsewhere in the world 
when the battle of 
Hastings was being 
fought by the last Saxon 
king?’ 
Opportunity to study a 
non-European civilization 
which was at the time so 
advanced and artistically 
sophisticated. 
Children gain an 
appreciation of what is 
civilized. 
 
Opportunity for children 
to try to understand the 
mentalities of people in 
the past in a culture 
unfamiliar to our own. 
 
Assessment/key 
question: 
What is the Benin 
Kingdom? 
What are some of the 
events of this period in 
Africa? 
What were the religious 
beliefs of the Benin 
people? 
What are the Benin 
Bronzes? 
How did the oral 
traditions compare with 
other methods of 
recording historical 
events in other 
countries? 

 Elizabethan England - 
Life and reign of 
Elizabeth I 
Developing a sense of 
period and chronology by 
exploring an aspect 
beyond 1066. 
 
Children will learn about 
the life of Elizabeth I, the 
last Tudor 
monarch, and how she 
came to the throne. They 
will begin to understand 
the unrest 
in the country at the time 
due to religious 
differences, and how 
Elizabeth helped to 
calm this situation. 
Children will also learn 
about Elizabeth’s fateful 
relationship with 
her cousin, Mary, Queen 
of Scots. In their 
independent activities, 
children will use 
sources to deduce and 
infer information about the 
appearance and character 
of the 
queen. Alternatively, they 
will write a letter to 
Elizabeth as Mary, or 
prepare a 
conversation between the 
two queens. 
 
Assessment/key 
question: 
Why did the Elizabethans 

 WWII - Who’s war? 
The battle of Britain 
The impact of Hitler’s actions 
in the UK. 
 
Extending pupils chronological 
knowledge beyond 1066. 
 
How significant was the Blitz? 
 
How significant was the impact 
of WWII on the role of women? 
 
How well do fictional stories 
like Goodnight Mr Tom tell us 
what it was like to be an 
evacuee? 
 
What impact did WWII have on 
the people in our locality? 
 
Assessment/key question: 
What impact did WWII have on 
our local area? 

 



explore the world? How 
do their reasons compare 
with places we explore 
today e.g space? 
Who was Sir Fancis 
Drake? 
What was it like to be a 
sailor in Elizabethan 
times? 
What was the Spanish 
Armada? 
What was the plague? 
Why did it kill so many 
people?  
How did the Elizabethans 
lives compare to aspects 
of our lives today? 
How did the Tudor 
dynasty shape modern 
Britain? 

Geography A  What if the Earth 
started to move? 

Natural Hazards - 
Earthquakes 

(Link to Kensuke who 
come from Japan 

 
 

What is the traffic like 
in our area? 

 
(Geographical skills and 

Fieldwork) 
 

 What if you lived by a 
mountain? 

Mountains study - The Lake 
District 

Tourism and its impact 

PE A Football Tag Rugb Gymnastics 
Basketballs 

Dodgeball 
Dance 

Athletics Orienteering 

RE A 
Sikhs and Guru Granth 
Sahib 

Is ‘God made man’ a 
good way to understand 
the Christmas story? 
What do people believe 
about life after death and 
how are these beliefs 
reflected in the ways in 
which they mark death? 

Sikh and Muslim places of 
worship. 
How and why are religious 
and spiritual ideas 
expressed and in the 
ways they are? 

Easter and the 
resurrection. 
How and why, do 
families and 
communities, including 
religious ones, live out 
what is important to 
them. Their traditions 
and beliefs? 

God and humans 
What is God like? 
How do sacred texts and 
other sources help people to 
understand God, the world 
and human life? 

Creation stories 
How do people’s beliefs, 
including religious beliefs, 
make a difference to the 
ways in which they respond 
to local and global issues of 
human rights, fairness, social 
justice and the importance of 
the environment? 

PSHE + SRE A 
Shared responsibilities Economic well being 

Money 
Health and prevention 

- Use of 
medicines and 
vaccines 

Drugs, alcohol and 
tabacco 

Media and digital resilience Ourselves, growing and 
changing 



 
 
 
 
 

Upper Key Stage Two 
 
CYCLE B 
 
2021 - 2022 

Autumn 1 
 

Being a hero 
doesn’t mean 

you are 
invincible.  

Autumn 2 
 

Frozen Kingdom 

Spring 1 
 
London 1860 is a 
dangerous and 
lonely place... 

Spring 2 
 

May the FORCE 
be with you. 

Summer 1 
 

I thought he was 
dead...I couldn’t 
have been more 

wrong. 

Summer 2 
 

What if you could 
build something to 
improve your local 

area? 
 

Picture B 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

Know more, remember 
more (previous learning 
links) 

LKS2 Ancient Egypt  
 
Life cycles of plants are 
studied in LKS2 and in 
UKS2 we return to look 
at the life cycles of 
animals. 

KS1 Use simple textile 
techniques to design a 
finger puppet. 
LKS2 continue 
mastering their sewing 
skills making a fabric 
picture of a volcano. 
In UKS2 we apply those 
sewing skills to design 
and make a Victorian 
Stocking for Christmas. 

LKS2 Drawing plants and 
Rainforest creatures. 
UKS2 applies these skills 
to observing the human 
body in detail like 
Michaelangelo. 

LKS2 Britain’s settlements 
Anglo-Saxon  
LKS2 study magnetic 
forces, here UKS2 move 
on to study a range of 
Forces including water 
and air resistance. 

LKS2 Use clay techniques 
to produce Mayan inspired 
patterns. UKS2 apply 
these skills to developing 
their Greek clay pots. 

LKS2 Study Haiku and 
Kennings. 



Curriculum enrichment   MK Museum - Victorian 
Street 

Film version the the 
Canterville Ghost 

  

Cultural Capital Classic Ancient Greek 
Myths 

Irish explorer who led 
three British expeditions 

to the. Antartic. 

Philanthropist -  Dr 
Banardos 

Classic Gothic Horror 
story 

 

Carnegie medal winner, 
modern classic 

Modern poetry anthology by 
the Poet Laureate  

Reading (Core Texts) B Greek Myths  
*Daedalus and Icarus 
*King Midas and the 

golden touch 
Perseus and the 
Gorgon's Head  
*Persephone 

= looking at a range of 
books to show different 
interpretations of these 
Ancient Greek Stories 

including Orchard Greek 
Myths by Geraldine 
Mccaughrean and 

Emma Chichester Clark, 
Cartoon versions retold 
and illustrated by Marcia 
Williams and BBC radio 

versions, Myologica. 

Shackleton’s Journey by 
William Grill 

visual re-telling Ernest 
Shackleton's 

Street Child by 
Berlie Doherty  

Classic historical fiction set 
in the 1860s, this novel is 

based on the first Dr 
Barnardo boy. 

The Canterville Ghost by 
Oscar Wilde = Classic 

Gothic Horror story 
 

Skellig – modern classic 
Skellig by David Almond 
= Carnegie medal winner 

by a British writer  

New collection of poems for 
children by Carol Ann Duffy  

 
 

Writing (text-type) 1. Who were the Ancient 
Greek God’s and why 
were they important?  
NC report 
 
2.  Creating our own 
Ancient Greek Myth - 
focus setting 
 
3. Creating our own 
Ancient Greek Myth - 
focus the message 
behind the story 
Dementer and 
Persephone 

1. To write a film 

review as part of the 

Intu Film festival. 

 

2. To write a recount 

from the point of view 

of one of the sailors 

who travelled with 

explorer Shackleton. 

 

3. To write a 

non-chronological 

report about Canada. 

 

4. To write a diary 

entry from the point of 

1. To write in role as Emily. 
The night feels so cold and 
interrupted. I am trembling 
in front of Mr Spink as he 
spits venom into each and 
every insult that he aims at 
my mother. As I look 
across at Lizzie, I can see 
her face becoming paler 
and paler; I know I have to 
say something.  
 
2.Narrative writing - 
Building tension 
To write a piece entitled 
Jim’s escape. 
 

1. To write the opening 
scene for a  ghost story in 
the style of The Ghost of 
Canterville Chase (gothic 
horror.) 
 
2.To write a script a 
conversation between a 
reporter from the Ghost 
Times and the Canterville 
Ghost.  
 
3.Writing a letter of 
complaint in role as Sir 
Simon de Canterville to Mr 
Otis about his families 
behaviour. 

1. To write an informal 

letter from Michael to 

his old school friends 

Leakey and Coot. 

 
2. To write a diary entry in 
role as Michael. 
 
3. To write a discussion 

text (balanced argument) 

about Home-schooling. 

 

4.To write a recount of 

Chapter 20  from the 

point of view of Mina. 

Focus: Mina’s thoughts, 

feelings and reactions as 

Response to ‘Be Very Afraid 
by Carol Ann Duffy. 
1. Creating a Nonesnse 
monster. 
 
2. At night our classroom 
comes alive! (poetry 
creation) 
 
3. Haiku, Tankas about 
Toothpaste & Cinquains. 
 
4. Rhyming - Teacher, 
Teacher by Roger Stevens 



 
4. Write an informal 
letter and formal letter 
 
Independent writing task 
this week  - narrative 
 
5.What was it like to live 
in Ancient Greece?  
N-C report 

view of the explorer 

Ernest Shackleton. 

 

5. To write an 

explanation text text 

entitled ‘What is 

climate change? 

 

6.To write a persuasive 
text entitled ‘Why 

does Antartica 

Matter?’ 

 

7. Narrative - ‘The 

Farmers Tale’, a story 

of faith from RE. 

 

3. Drama and role play.  To 
write in role as Jim about 
his experiences with Grimy 
Nick. 
 
4. NC report about 
Victorian Workhouses. 
 
5. To write a diary entry as 
a Victorian child at work. 
 
6. To write a discussion 

text: Was it reasonable 

for Victorian children to 

go to work? 
 
7.Effectively 

representing a scene as a 

playscript. 

To rewrite a chapter of 

Street Child as 

playscripts, focusing on 

the quality of stage 

directions (Chapter 13) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4. The Otis twins (Stars 
and Stripes) are 
constantly playing pranks 
on Sir Simon.  Can you 
come up with a new prank 
for the twins to play. 
 
5.To write a diary entry in 
role as Sir Simon de 
Canterville. 
 
6.To write a recount from 
the point of view of 
Virginia after meeting the 
Canterville Ghost for the 
first time. 
 
7. To write a comparison 
between a book and a 
film. 
 

she meets the creature 

for the first time. 

 

5. To write a character 

sketch for Skellig. 

6. To write a playscript - 

recording the scene when 

Leakey and Coot observe 

Michael with Mina. 

 

Science: To be able to write a 
formal letter to your 
headteacher expressing your 
concern about the use of 
single use plastics. 
 

Handwriting Work towards writing 
legibly, fluently and with 
increasing speed by 
choosing 
which shape of a letter 
to use when given 
choices and deciding 
whether or not to join 
specific letters. 

Write legibly, fluently 
and with increasing 
speed by choosing 
which shape of a letter 
to use when given 
choices and deciding 
whether or not to join 
specific letters. 

Maintaining legibility, 
fluency and speed in 
handwriting through 
choosing whether or not 
to join specific letters. 

Maintaining legibility, 
fluency and speed in 
handwriting through 
choosing whether or not 
to join specific letters. 

Write legibly, fluently and 
with increasing speed by 
choosing the 
writing implement that is 
best suited for a task. 
 

Write legibly, fluently and 
with increasing speed by 
choosing the 
writing implement that is 
best suited for a task. 



Grammar Understand how words 
are related by meaning 
as synonyms 
and antonyms e.g. big, 
large, little. 
 
Understand the 
difference between 
structures typical of 
informal 
speech and structures 
appropriate for formal 
speech and writing 
e.g. the use of question 
tags: He’s your friend, 
isn’t he?, or the 
 
Link ideas across 
paragraphs using a 
wider range of cohesive 
devices: repetition of a 
word or phrase, 
grammatical connections 
e.g. the use of 
adverbials such as on 
the other hand, in 
contrast, 
or as a consequence, 
and ellipsis. 
 
Adverbs e.g. silently, 
furiously 
 
Preposition phrases e.g. 
behind the door, under 
the dusty rug. 
 
Understand the following 
terminology: Subject, 
object. Active, 
passive. Synonym, 
antonym. Ellipsis, 
hyphen, colon, 
semicolon, 
bullet points. 

Use layout devices e.g. 
headings, sub-headings, 
columns, 
bullets, or tables, to 
structure text. 
 
Expanded noun phrases 
effectively to add detail, 
qualification and precision 
e.g. the talented, 
highly-paid footballer… 
 
Use the colon to introduce 
a list and use of 
semi-colons 
within lists. 
 
Use bullet points to list 
information. 
 
Use the passive to affect 
the presentation of 
information in 
a sentence e.g. I broke the 
window in the greenhouse 
versus The window in the 
greenhouse w 

Understand the difference 
between vocabulary typical 
of 
informal speech and 
vocabulary appropriate for 
formal 
speech and writing e.g. find 
out - discover; ask for - 
request; go in - enter. 
 
Using inverted commas, 
commas for clarity e.g. 
“Help!” shouted the girl, 
desperate for someone to 
come to her rescue. 
 
Understand how hyphens can 
be used to avoid ambiguity 
e.g. 
man eating shark versus 
man-eating shark, or recover 
versus 
re-cover 
 
 
Use the semi-colon, colon 
and dash to mark the 
boundary 
between independent clauses 
e.g. It’s raining; I’m fed up. 
 

A wide range of clause 
structures - vary sentence 
order e.g. ‘A heavily jewelled 
box was lying under the 
table = Under the table lay a 
heavily jewelled box. 
Fronted adverbials eg. 
Cautiously she picked up the 
egg,  -ing words eg. Crawling 
into the tunnel, she felt 
uneasy about what she 
would find. 
 
Use of subjunctive forms 
such as ‘If I were’ or ‘Were 
they to 
come’ in some very formal 
writing and speech. 

Can use a range of narrative 
techniques with confidence, 
interweaving elements when 
appropriate e.g. action, 
dialogue, indirect speech. 
 
Conscious control over word 
order and use of techniques 
to adapt writing to the needs 
and interest of the reader 
 
Can use punctuation to show: 
division between clauses, to 
vary pace, create atmosphere 
and to sub-divide e.g. 
commas, colons, semi-colons, 
brackets and ellipsis 
 

-Write for a range of purposes 
and audiences 
-Using the full range of 
punctuation taught at key stage 
2, including colons and 
semi-colons to mark the 
boundary between 
independent clauses, mostly 
correctly. 
 -Complex sentences by 
selecting verb forms for 
meaning and effect e.g. It was 
raining. We played football for 
an hour. Becomes… Even 
though it was raining, we still 
played football for an hour. 
-Manage shifts between levels 
of formality through selecting 
vocabulary precisely and by 
manipulating grammatical 
structures 
 



 

Spelling Add suffixes beginning 
with vowel letters to 
words ending in -fer 
e.g. referring, preferred, 
referee, preference. 

Use prefixes involving the 
use of a hyphen e.g. 
co-ordinate, 
re-enter. 

  

Use dictionaries to check the 
spelling and meaning of 
words. 
 
Use a thesaurus with 
confidence. 

Distinguish between 
homophones and other 
words which are 
often confused with 
reference to English 
Appendix 1. 

 

  

Use knowledge of 
morphology and etymology 
in spelling and 
understand that the spelling 
of some words needs to be 
learnt 
specifically, as with the word 
list in English Appendix 1. 

Use knowledge of morphology 
and etymology in spelling and 
understand that the spelling of 
some words needs to be learnt 
specifically, as with the word 
list in English Appendix 1 

Y5 - Ready to Progress 
Criteria 
 

5NPV - 2 
5NF-2 

5NF-1  
5MD-1 
5MD-2  
5G-2  

5MD-3 
5MD-4 
5F-1 
5F-2 

5NPV-1 
5NPV-3 
5F-3 

5G-1 5NPV-4 
5NPV-5 

Maths - Number 
knowledge (firm 
facts/arithmetic) 

 Multiplication tables 
facts to 12x 12 
 

 Secure and maintain 
fluency in all 
multiplication tables, 
and corresponding 
division facts, through 
continued practice. 

  

Maths - Key learning Y5 
 
 

White Rose Autumn 1 
 
Number: Place Value 
 
Number: Addition and 
Subtraction 
 
Statistics 

White Rose Autumn 2 
 
Number: Multiplication 
and Division 
 
Measurement: Perimeter 
and Area 
 

White Rose Spring 1 
 
Number: Multiplication and 
Division 
 
Number: Fractions 

White Rose Spring 2 
 
Number: Fractions 
 
Number:Decimals and 
Percentages 
 
Consolidation 

White Rose Summer 1 
 
Consolidation 
 
Number:Decimals 
 
Geometry:Properties of 
Shapes 
 
 

White Rose Summer 2 
 
Geometry:Position and 
Direction 
 
Measurement:Converting 
units 
 
Consolidation 

Y6 - Ready to Progress 
Criteria 

6NPV-1 
6NPV-2 
6NPV-3 
6NPV-4 

6AS/MD-1 
6AS/MD-2 

6AS/MD-3 
6AS/MD-4 
6F-1 
6F-2 

 6G-1  



6F-3 

Maths - Key learning Y6 
White Rose Autumn 1 
 
Number:Place Value 
 
Number:Addition and 
Subtraction 
 
Statistics 

White Rose Autumn 2 
 
Number: Multiplication 
and Division 
 
Measurement: Perimeter 
and Area 
 
 

White Rose Spring 1 
 
Number:Multiplication and 
Division 
 
Number: Fractions 
 
 

White Rose Spring 2 
 
Number:Decimals and 
Percentages 
 
Consolidation 

White Rose Summer 1 
 
Consolidation 
 
Number:Decimals 
 
Geometry:Properties of 
Shapes 

White Rose Summer 2 
 
Geometry:Position and 
Direction 
 
Measurement:Converting 
units 
 
Meaurement:Volume 

Science B Living things and their 
habitats – B1 
 
Life cycles 
describe the differences 
in the life cycles of a 
mammal, an amphibian, 
an insect and a bird 
• describe the life 
process of reproduction 
in some plants and 
animals 
 
 
 
 

Frozen planet - 
states of matter 
 
Living things in their 
habitats  - B2  
extreme habitats 
 
Animals including 
humans 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

States of matter 
demonstrate that 
dissolving, mixing and 
changes of state are 
reversible changes       
 
 
 

Forces 
explain that unsupported 
objects fall towards the 
Earth because of the force 
of gravity acting between 
the Earth and the falling 
object 
• identify the effects of air 
resistance, water 
resistance and friction, 
that act between moving 
surfaces 
•  recognise that some 
mechanisms, including 
levers, pulleys and gears, 
allow a smaller force to 
have a greater effect. 
 

Materials 
Properties and changes of 
materials 
 

SRE B 
Animals including humans 
describe the changes as 
humans develop to old age. 

Computing B Computing systems 
and networks - 
Communication 

Creating media - 3D 
modelling 

Creating media - Web 
page creation 

Data and information - 
Spreadsheets 

Programming A - Variables 
in games 

Programming B - Sensing 

Design Technology B  Victorian Christmas 

Design and make 
stockings. 

Designs for Christmas 
stocking are studied. 

Children mark out and 

 DT - Forces 

Levers and pulleys 

Squashed tomato 
challenge 
Gears and mechanisms 
(link with forces) 
1.Technical knowledge 

Greeks 

Pottery & Food 

Studying the history of 
Greek Pottery. 

Techniques to design and 
mould clay into decorative 

 



cut their material using 
their own paper stencils. 

 

 

2.Design problem 
3.Designing a mechanical 
toy 
4. Making 
5.Making 
6. Evaluation 

pots which are later 
painted. 

 

 

Art and Design B Antarctica - 

Focus: Colour 

Mixed media 

 

 Italy - Michaelangelo 

Sketching people 

 
1.Who was Michelangelo? 
2.What did he create? 
3.The human form - 
drawing 
4. Sculpture 

  Skellig -Focus: Form- wire 

 
Vanessa Foley - studies of 
birds 
 
Sketching 
Watercolour paintings  

Music B BBC Heroes of Troy 
Skills: Performance 
● Dynamics Diction 
● Pitch accuracy 
Two-part singing 
● Tone production 
Instrumental 
accompaniments 
● Pulse, rhythm and 
metre Rehearsal 
● Phrase structure 
Presentation to an 
audience 
● Expressive techniques 
How to achieve a quality 
performance 
● Improve concentration 
/ memory 

Charanga Scheme: 
Keyboards  
 

Classical composers 

 To develop an 
understanding of the 
history of music. 

To appreciate a wide range 
of high-quality live and 
recorded music from great 
composers and musicians. 
 

1. Holst 
2. Valkyrie 
3. Vandelis 
4. Pachebel 
5. Strauss 
6. Gershwin 

Charanga Scheme:  
Jazz 1 
 

Charanga Scheme: Dancing 
in the Street (Y5) 

Reflect, Rewind, Replay (Y6) 

History B Ancient Greeks 
(A study of Greek Life 
and achievements and 
their influence on the 

western world) 
 

 Victorians 
(A study of an aspect in 

British history that extends 
pupil’s chronological 

knowledge beyond 1066) 
 

 
 
 
 

Codebreakers 
 
The Enigma was a 
German machine that  
Alan Turing invented the 
bombe machine (adapted 

 



1. Who were the Ancient 
Greeks? Where did they 
live? 
2.What did the Ancient 
Greeks believe were 
sacred? 
3.What was it like for 
women in Ancient 
Greece? 
4. What can be learnt 
about the Ancient 
Greeks by studying the 
Olympics? 
5. Democracy 
 
 
6. Would you want to be 
an idiot in Ancient 
Greece? 
7.What happened at the 
Battle of Marathon? 
8.Theseus and the 
Minotaur - Is there any 
evidence for this? 
9. Why could tiny Athens 
beat mighty Persia at 
Marathon? 
10. Legacy 
Assessment/key 
question:What do you 
think were the most 
important changes to 
take place during this 
period? 
What can we work out 
about life in Acient 
Athens? 
 

1.Chronology 
2. Monarchy 
3. Victorian children 
4. Rich V Poor children 
5.Comparing modern and 
Victorian schools 
6.Important changes in 
inventions 
7. Social and political 
change 
Technological changes 
9. Changes in language 
from the Victorian period 
10. Researching important 
Victorian people and 
understanding their impact 
Assessment/key 
question: 
What do you think were the 
most important changes to 
take place during this 
period? 
Going to school in Victorian 
times: can pupils write a 
paragraph for a KS1 text 
book using photographs 
alone. 
Children working in 
Victorian factories: was it 
as bad as they tell us?  
If life was so hard for 
families in the towns why 
did so many leave the 
countryside? 

by Gordon Welchman) 
The bombe machine 
cracked the Enigma code. 
 
Assessment/key 
question:  
Why is Bletchley called 
‘home of the 
Codebreakers’? 
 
 
Local History Study – 
buildings of MK 
(A study overtime tracing 
how several aspects of 

national history are 
reflected in the locality) 

 
Pre-history 
Bronze age links 
Medieval remains 
Victorians - coming of 
railway and small towns 
like Stony Stratford 
1967 - formation of new 
town to alleviate crowding 
in London following WWII. 
 

Geography B  Extreme Environments  
 
 

What if I lived in Italy? 

The Mediterranean - 
Europe – Italy – Bologna 

 What if you could build 
something new in a 

wide-open - our local area? 

https://www.keystagehistory.co.uk/keystage-2/smart-task-y3-5-going-to-school-in-victorian-times-can-pupils-write-a-paragraph-for-a-ks1-textbook-using-photographs-alone/
https://www.keystagehistory.co.uk/keystage-2/smart-task-y3-5-going-to-school-in-victorian-times-can-pupils-write-a-paragraph-for-a-ks1-textbook-using-photographs-alone/
https://www.keystagehistory.co.uk/keystage-2/children-working-in-victorian-factories-was-it-as-bad-as-they-tell-us/
https://www.keystagehistory.co.uk/keystage-2/children-working-in-victorian-factories-was-it-as-bad-as-they-tell-us/
https://www.keystagehistory.co.uk/keystage-2/children-working-in-victorian-factories-was-it-as-bad-as-they-tell-us/
https://www.keystagehistory.co.uk/keystage-2/move-to-the-towns-in-victorian-times-a-history-mystery/
https://www.keystagehistory.co.uk/keystage-2/move-to-the-towns-in-victorian-times-a-history-mystery/
https://www.keystagehistory.co.uk/keystage-2/move-to-the-towns-in-victorian-times-a-history-mystery/
https://www.keystagehistory.co.uk/keystage-2/move-to-the-towns-in-victorian-times-a-history-mystery/


What if you went to 
live in North 

America/Antarctica? 

(A region in North or 
South America) 

 
Frozen planet - North 
America 
 
1. Features of a world 
map - continents, 
oceans,longitude/latitude
s/equator/tropics  
2. Physical features of 
N. America 
3. Human features of 
N.America -  terrain - 
forest/ barren/tundra 
-      Climate- linked to 
the terrain 
-   Sea level - 
mountainous, low level, 
-    population density- 
main cities, densley, 
sparsely,  Talk about 
WHY people live where 
they live. 
- Natural resources.  
To know how the 
physical features of 
Canada affect the 
human geography in an 
area.  
To know what the Inuit’s 
landscape is like and 
understand how it is 
changing and why.  

 

(A region within a 
European country) 

The Mediterranean 
 
1.What’s one a map? 
Maps of Europe 
2. Is Europe a proper 
continent? Is the 
Mediterranean a proper 
sea? 
3.What is so special about 
Europe? 
4. Zoom in on Italy 
5. Zoom in on Bologna 
6. Everyday life in 
Bologna. 

(Mapping skills and 
Fieldwork) 

Our Local Area 
 
Reading a variety of maps 
including OS - grid 
references, symbols, scale, 
measuring distance. 
Relief and contour lines 
Plotting our routes to 
Secondary school on foot, 
on bike and by car. 



PE Invasion Games 
Basketball / Netball 
 
Net / Wall 
Badminton 
 
Health & Exercise 

Invasion Games 
Football 
 
Net / Wall Games 
Dodgeball 

Invasion Games 
TAG Rugby 
 
Gymnastics 

OAA 
 
 
Dance 

Athletics 
 
 
Net / Wall Games 
Tennis 

Strike & Fielding 
Cricket 
 
Strike & Field 
Rounders 

RE B 
Saints and role models 
Are the saints 
encouraging role 
models? 
 

Muslims holy text 
compared to Sikhs holy 
text. 
Do Muslims need the 
Qur’an? 
Do Sikhs need the Guru 
Granth Sahib? 

Religious clothing 
Do clothes express 
beliefs? 

The death of Jesus and 
sacrifice. 
Is the resurrection 
important to Christians? 
Are you inspired? 

Important religious stories 
– comparisons 
Does it matter what we 
believe about creation? 

Religion helping the world 
What is best for our world? 
Does religion help people 
decide? 

PSHE + SRE B Respecting self and 
others 

Economic well being: 
Aspirations: Careers and 
work 

Basic First Aid Mental well being -  
Including problems which 
can occur 

Families and positive 
relationships 

Safe relationships 

 
 


